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STAFF MEMO 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

To:   Truro Zoning Board of Appeals 

From: Barbara Carboni, Interim Town Planner/Town Counsel, KP Law 

Date: July 26, 2020 

Re: Matters before Board on July 27, 2020 meeting agenda 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2020-002/ZBA:  30 Longnook Road (Map 43, Parcel 121).   Application of William J. March 
for Special Permit under Section 30.7 of the Zoning Bylaw and G.L c. 40A, s. 6 to demolish and 

reconstruct existing nonconforming single-family dwelling.  (Public Hearing) 

Existing Lot and Dwelling/Proposed Dwelling 

The lot, located in the Seashore District, is nonconforming as to lot area, containing 
35,265+- square feet where three acres are required, and nonconforming as to front setback.  
Under Bjorklund v. Zoning Board of Appeals of Norwell, 450 Mass. 357 (2008), reconstruction 
of a dwelling on a lot nonconforming as to area increases the existing nonconformity and 
requires a special permit under G.L.c. 40A, s. 6.    

The proposed dwelling will sit, for the most part, within the foot print of the existing 
dwelling. The front setback will remain essentially unchanged (the existing front setback is 
identified on the plan as 29.6 feet; the proposed front setback for the new dwelling is identified 
as 30 feet).  The proposed dwelling creates no new nonconformities.   

Requirement for grant of special permit under the Zoning Bylaw and G.L. c. 40A, s. 6 

Under Section 30.7.A, this proposal is allowed by special permit if the Board: 

“finds that the alteration or extension will not be substantially more detrimental to the 
neighborhood than the existing nonconforming use or structure and that the alternation or 
extension will exist in harmony with the general purpose and intent of this bylaw.”   

G.L. c. 40A, s. 6, likewise requires a finding by the Board that the proposed reconstruction “shall 
not be substantially more detrimental than the existing nonconforming [structure and] use to the 
neighborhood.”   Single family residence are located on the abutting property at 80 Longnook 
Road and on the other side of the street at 21, 25, and 31 Longneck Road; a cottage-type 
structure is located on the abutting parcel at 26 Longnook Road; and vacant National Seashore 
land is directly across the street. 

Motion 

Should the Board determine that it is able to make the required findings under Section 
30.7.A and G.L. c. 40A, s. 6, the Chairman may accept a motion: 
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“Mr. Chairman, I move to grant a special permit under G.L. c 40A, s. 6 and Section 
30.7.A of the Zoning Bylaw for the demolition and reconstruction of a single-family 
dwelling as shown on the ‘Site & Sewage Plan.’, 30 Longnook Road, Truro, MA 
prepared by Felco, Inc. dated April 28, 2020, and the ‘Construction Documents,’ 30 
Longnook,Truro, MA prepared by Aline Architecture dated April 27, 2020, submitted 
with this application for a special permit by William J. March.” 

Residential Site Plan Review 

 It appears the proposed reconstruction required Residential Site Plan Review under 
Bylaw Section 70.4.A, which provides that such Review is required for: 

“Construction, alteration, or modification of any Seashore District property (i) which 
results in the addition of more than one thousand (1,000) square feet of gross flow area 
(the aggregate gross floor area of all structures on the project lot) to an existing structure 
or structures, (ii) which adds an additional story to an existing structure, or (iii) which 
constitutes the construction or reconstruction of a single-family dwelling or a two-family 
dwelling.”  (italics added).1 

10 Pilgrim’s Path (Map 35, Parcel 112).  Request for approval by Donald and Gail Nogueira, 
Trustees relating to second-story windows. (Administrative action per KP Law). 

 This matter comes before the Board by request of the owners of 10 Pilgrim’s Path, 
Donald and Gail Nogueira.  It arises from a decision by the Board in 2011 on remand from 
Superior Court, which incorporated a settlement between the Nogueiras and abutters to the north 
(12 Pilgrim’s Path) and to the south (8 Pilgrim’s Path).   

ZBA Decision on Remand, December 21, 2011 

The remand decision granted a special permit to the Nogueiras to construct a second story 
addition to their dwelling, with certain conditions, including the following:  

“10. For so long as Ward J. Cromer owns the property to the north of the locus, 
applicants will not install a door on the north side of the locus or windows on the second 
story north side at the locus.  For so long as either the Trustees or any successors in 
interest related to the present Trustees own the property to the couth, applicant will not 
install doors on the south side of the locus or windows on the second story south side of 
the locus. 

. . . 

                                                           
1 Section 70.7 states that “[f]or those projects which require a special permit(s) from the Board of 

Appeals, the Planning Board shall forward its findings and recommendations to the Board of 

Appeals.”  This suggests that Site Plan Approval precedes special permit consideration. 
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12. The elevations incorporated herein and the conditions set forth above shall not be 
modified without approval by the Zoning Board of Appeals after written notice to the 
abutters on the north and south side.” 

Change in ownership of 12 Pilgrim’s Path 

As represented by counsel for the Nogueiras, Mr. Cronan died in 2017.  According to 
Town Assessor’s records, the 12 Pilgrim’s Path property was sold in 2018 and the current 
owners are Richard Caron and Laura Anello.   

Window installation 

Some time prior to April 13, 2020, the Nogueiras commenced installation of second story 

windows on the north side of their dwelling.  They did so without obtaining the approval of this 
Board pursuant to Condition 12 of the Remand Decision, and without obtaining a building 
permit.  The Building Commissioner issued a cease and desist order on April 13, 2020. The 
installation is characterized as “close to completion.”  On May 12, 2020, through counsel, the 
Nogueiras wrote to this Board to ask for approval of the second-story windows installed on the 
north side of their residence.   

Abutters objections 

The current record does not show when the abutters were given notice of the Nogueiras 
request to this Board, but clearly notice was provided to Richard Caron and Laura Anello, as 
they submitted a letter dated May 27, 2020 to the Board, objecting to the windows, and 
referencing “a letter from Don and Gail Nogueira’s attorney”.  In their letter, Mr. Caron and Ms. 
Anello acknowledge the change in ownership. The abutters to the south (8 Pilgrim’s Path, David 
Bergmark, Trustee) submitted a letter dated June 1, 2020, also objecting to the window 
installation on the north side.  The Trustee requests that the Board “indefinitely delay” action on 
the Nogueiras request until the Board can be addressed in person. 

Board’s Action 

KP Law (Jonathan Silverstein) has opined that the Nogueiras’ request “does not require a 
public hearing or modification of the special permit, due to the language of condition 12,” and 
that counsel’s letter is adequate to place this matter on the Board’s agenda.2   

To grant the Nogueiras’ request for approval of the windows, the Board would need to 
find that there has been compliance with Condition 10 of the Remand Decision. As the property 
to the north is now owned by someone other than Ward J. Cromer, installation of the windows is 
no longer prohibited.  The Board would also need to find that there has been compliance with 
Condition 12 of the Remand Decision, albeit after the fact, where the windows were installed 
without prior notice to the abutters.   

                                                           
2 Notice of this matter was provided by posting of the Board’s agenda on Thursday, July 23, 
2020.  As a courtesy I emailed both abutters and counsel for the  Nogueiras to advise of the 
meeting date and provided a link to the meeting packet.  
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Motion 

 Should the Board find compliance with Conditions 10 and 12, the Chairman may accept a 
motion:  

“Mr. Chairman, I move that the Board approve the installation of the second-story 
windows on the north side of the residence at 10 Pilgrim’s Path” as allowed pursuant to 
the Board’s Amended Decision after Remand dated December 21, 2020.” 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



Town of Truro Zoning Board of Appea 
P.O. Box 2030,-Truro, MA 02666 

APPLICATION FOR HEARING 

Office of Town Clerk 
reasurer - Tax Collector 

2.02.0-002 ZM
JUN -4 2020 

To the Town Clerk of the Town of Truro, MA Date {.p • Y. 2-0
The undersigned hereby files with specific grounds for this application: (check all that apply) 

1. GENERALINFORMATION
0 NOTICE OF APPEAL

0 Applicant �s aggrieved by his/her inability to obtain a permit or enforcement action from the Building
Commissioner on (date) _____ _

0 Applicant is aggrieved by order or decision of the Building Commissioner on (date) ------
which he/she believes to be a violation of the Truro Zoning Bylaw or the Massachusetts Zoning Act.

0 PETITION FOR VARIANCE - Applicant requests a variance from the tenns Section ___ of the
Truro Z.Oning ByJaw concerning (describe) ___________________ _

;( APPUCATION FOR SPECIAL PERMIT
0 Applicant seeks approval and authorization of uses under Section �fthe Truro Zoning Bylaw

concerning (describe) __________ �---------------

}( Applicant seeks approval for a continuation, change, or extension of a nonconforming structure or use
under Section 2tJ,1,/\of the Truro Zoning Bylaw and M.G.L. Ch. 40A, §6 concerning (describe) 

t)U.\ou� -+ UbJ\VD �\b'r\,-.,)h $\i.)£,.\.-t_ 'f.4.M�t..y ei.&l� w� t>u"\rn.i l:-'>lA-qAf.{) �vSt
PropertyAddress 3o L-oNb� \2..oAD Map(s) andParcel(s) Y.'.:> / \.,_\ 
Registry of Deeds title reference: Book 3 'L \ '2. 7 , Page 3o:;2... , or Certificate of Title

Number _______ and Land Ct. Lot# ________ and Plan# ______ _
Applicant's Name Lu i I I, w!M. =l. W\-A e .SH 
Applicant's Legal Mailing Address 1 '5 w E s 1 l:o � � f AA. -t 1 C�
Applicant's Phone(s), Fax and Email 2..o :3 q, j SI l S:: �;µ. wi ,g 12S h � i)vude s ft al�� 
Applicant is one of the following: (please check approprillte box) *Written Permission of the owner is ( 

required for submittal oflhis application.
Ja Owner D Prospective Buyer* D Other*

Owner's Name and Address ___,.,=A-'-'H�'-"-=----=-------+--'-=00=--\lo-=--:;..:......:..-=.��=�...:::.,,,..�A. 7 O�fi
Representative's Name and Address _-_\....,�=i::=��.,,,,,._��=-=--�-=----..:......::::....,;�--=-:..:...._�.......,,,:=:-:-==-=:.......=.----r-
Representative's Phone(s), Fax and Email , lo�

2. The completed application . shaU also be submitted electronically to the Town Planner at 
pianner.i;a.;u·urn-ma.r:�;v in its entirety (including all plans and attachments).

• The applicant is advised to consult with the Building Commissioner, Planning Department, Conservation
Department, Health Department, and/or Historic Comniission, as applicable, prior to submitting this
application.

Sigoature(s) 

�\Jp 'fl)..� 
s) or written permission

Your signature on this application authorizes the Members of the Zoning Board of Appeals and town staff to visit and enter upon the subject property



Town of Truro Zoning Board of Appea 
P.O. Box 2030, Truro, MA 02666 

APPLICATION FOR HEARING 

To the Town Clerk of the Town of Truro, MA 
The undersigned hereby files with specific grounds for this application: (check all that apply) 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
□ NOTICE OF APPEAL

Office of Town Clerit 
reasurer - Tax Collector 

2.0 2.0-002 ZIJA. 
JUN -4 2020 

D Applicant �s aggrieved by his/her inability to obtain a permit or enforcement action from the Building
Commissioner on (date)

- -----

□ Applicant is aggrieved by order or decision of the Building Commissioner on (date) _____ _
which he/she believes to be a violation of the Truro Zoning Bylaw or the Massachusetts Zoning Act.

D PETITION FOR VARIAN CE - Applicant requests a variance from the terms Section ___ of the 
Truro Zoning Bylaw concerning (describe) ____________________ _

)( APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL PERMIT 
D Applicant seeks approval and authorization of uses under Section �f the Truro Zoning Bylaw 

concerning (describe) _________________________ _

)( Applicant seeks approval for a continuation, change, or extension of a nonconforming structure or use 
under Section 2.>c) ,7,/\of the Truro Zoning Bylaw and M.G.L. Ch. 40A, §6 concerning (describe) __

�ou5t\ � U-b,\t.O �\hT\�0 Sl"-)l,.\.4E_ 'fAl•-nLy lt't�\� w� �'i\\11--y 'i:,'1l.A'/lhf.{) �v.St' 
Property Address 3o L-o N h� R-cA.Q Map(s) and Parcel(s) 4 0 / \ ,-\ 
Registry of Deeds title reference: Book 3 2. \ 2 7 , Page 3o1-. , or Certificate of Title 

Number ______ __ and Land Ct. Lot# _______ and Plan# _______ _ 
Applicant's Name tu ,· 11 , w!N\. ;;s • t,¼, A e std
Applicant's Legal Mailing Address 1 S lv t S 1 Gt O � � f A� 1 1" C � 
Applicant's Phone(s), Fax and Email 2..o °3 Cf 2.. / $ I l S:: � ill� wt A t'2 5 /,i @, J)V' uck H { { a/; C(M
Applicant is one of the following: (please check appropriate box) *Written Permission of the owner is (

required for submittal of this application. 

QI Owner D Prospective Buyer* D Other* 
Owner's Name and Address---"""'. A ...... M--'-"'-�------=--------+---'--=00--=--�....:.........;--=---=---=-.-...:::;..:...::.....,....==--=----::._-=-___,....c..,...-'------'-'A J O?kfj
Representative's Name and Address _--___i.,�=i,:=:,..Jc.=..>o<,;Q__=----\-1,,,;,-=..�-..::....>-'---'--=_._-'-----"'-----:-----=----------=---'-"'===--=--=---------...-
Representative's Phone(s), Fax and Email , lot'\

2. The completed application _shall also be submitted electronically to the Town Planner at
:1ianner l;a:uurn-ni.a.i::c,'.- in its entirety (including all plans and attachments).

• The applicant is advised to consult with the Building Commissioner, Planning Department, Conservation
Department, Health Department, and/or Historic Commission, as applicable, prior to submitting this
application.

Signature(s) 
�\Jp Q,t}vJ:i) 

s) or written permission

Your signature on this application authorizes the Members of the Zoning Board of Appeals and town staff to visit and enter upon the subject property 



TOWN OF TRURO 

Assessors Office 

Certified Abutters List 

Request Form 

DATE: �- t....\. 2-o

NAME OF APPLICANT: __ W __ ,· \_\_\ _a._� __ .:l_�_V\A_A.._P-_S�H�-------

NAME OF AGENT (if any): �t,,Vo{L,:: � Q,,\ANP / AUNt,., AfU-:J-ttEC:l3J(L£_• l 

MAILING ADDRESS: --�\_o_o---'��'---�--&"--A-'---,'>,--07:: ____ ���A�c!::,�---!J-V\�A __ o_2_r, __ s'--'�"'--

CONTACT: HOME/CELL S(t) · 2."10· G,SoQ EMAIL \(l..t.VQvl.l & Ac....wt.,A<i.cJ , lo t1

PROPERTYLOCATION:_....,3"'--0-=-l-0=.c.-N-'-l, ........ \'-:ax..'--"-=c.=......;=---£_.Q---:---'-�-=-----------
(street address) 

PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: MAP £'.:i � PARCEL ii.1 EXT. ___ _
(if condominium) 

ABUTTERS LIST NEEDED FOR:
(please check all applicable)

FEE: $15.00 I!!:! checked item
(Fee must accompany the application unless other a"angements are made} 

Board of Health5 

_ Cape Cod Commission 
Conservation Commission4 

_Licensing
Type:-------

Planning Board (PB) 
_ Special Pennit1 

Site Plan2 

_ Preliminary Subdivision3 

Definitive Subdivision3 

_ Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU)2 

Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA)
¼special Pennit1 

Variance1 

Other------------------,-,-------------- (Fee: Inquire with Assessors)
(Please Specify) 

Note: Per M. G.L, processing may take up to 10 calendar days. Please plan accordingly. 

THIS SECTION FOR ASSESSORS OFFICE USE ONLY
Date request received by Assessors: ________ _
List completed by: ______________ _

Date completed: ----------
Date paid: Cash/Check

-----
---

1Abutters, owners ofland directly opposite on any public or private street or way, and abutters to the abutters within 300 feet 
of the property line. 
2Abutters to the subject property, abutters to the abutters, and owners of properties across the street from the subject property: 
3Landowners immediately bordering the proposed subdivision, landowners immediately bordering the immediate abutters, and 
landowners located across the streets and ways bordering the proposed subdivision. Note: For Definitive Subdivision only, 
responsibility of applicant to notify abutters and produce evidence as required. 
4All abutters within 300 feet of parcel, except Beach Point between Knowles Heights Road and Provincetown border, in which 
case it is all abutters within 100 feet. Note: Responsibi1ity of applicant to notify abutters and produce evidence as required. 
5 Abutters sharing any boundary or comer in any direction -including land across a street, river or stream. Note: Responsibility 
of applicant to notify abutters and produce evidence as required. 

Revised December 2019 



TOWN OF TRURO 

Assessors Office 

Certified Abutters List 

Request Form

RECEIVED

JUN -5 2020

ASSESSOR'S OFFICE

TOWN OF TRURO 

DATE: � · l..-\ · 2-o

NAME OF APPLICANT: w,· \\ \ a� .3 \ �A..{l SH ----------------�------------
NAME OF AGENT (if any): ��VQ{L.- 'yf\J\1ff, Q.,\ANP / A U!VL, ,\'Jl,.l,J-t-rE,t;gVrt--E,. 

MAILING ADDRESS: \oo � &A l 07::klt:::.Acb 
J 
V\A o2G. S3

coNTAcT: noME,cELL soo - 2-£.-to- c.,,� EMAIL -r-<2,�vw & AL-\"Jt,;,A<2.aA , w \--1 

PROPERTY LOCATION: :>D loNI.,.,, r--..:t:XJL £.,oA-0 
(street address) 

PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: MAP l--J � PARCEL ii.I EXT. ----
(if condominium) 

ABUTTERS LIST NEEDED FOR: 
(please check all applicable) 

FEE: $15.00 � checked item 
(Fee must accompany the application unless other arrangements are made) 

Board of Health5

_ Cape Cod Commission
Conservation Commission4

_Licensing
Type: ______ _ 

Planning Board (PB)
_· Special Pennit1 

Site Plan2

_ Preliminary Subdivision3

Definitive Subdivision3

_ Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU)2

Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA)
j{ Special Permit1 

Variance1 

Other ____________________________ (Fee: Inquire with Assessors)
(Please Specify) 

Note: Per M. G.L, processing may take up to 10 calendar days. Please plan accordingly. 

THIS SECTION FOR ASSESSORS OFFICE USE ONLY 

Date request received by Assessors: 2. � 2� Date completed: J v 11e � 2 tJ 2. 0
List completed by: LC(. 11nt be,• Date paid: t;, /LJ/2..0 Cash/Check C.h K #= 2013

1Abutters, owners ofland directly opposite on any public or private street or way, and abutters to the abutters within 300 feet 
of the property line. 
2Abutters to the subject property, abutters to the abutters, and owners of properties across the street from the subject property. 
3Landowners immediately bordering the proposed subdivision, landowners immediately bordering the immediate abutters, and 
landowners located across the streets and ways bordering 1he proposed subdivision. Note: For Definitive Subdivision only, 
responsibility of applicant to notify abutters and produce evidence as required. 
4All abutters within 300 feet of parce� except Beach Point between Knowles Heights Road and Provincetown border, in which 
case it is all abutters within 100 feet. Note: Responsibility of applicant to notify abutters and produce evidence as required. 
5 Abutters sharing any boundary or comer in any direction - including land across a street, river or stream. Note: Responsibility 
of applicant to notify abutters and produce evidence as required. 

Revised December 2019 



Date: June 8, 2020 

TRURO ASSESSORS OFFICE 

PO Box 2012 Truro, MA 02666 
Telephone: (508) 214-0921 
Fax: (508) 349-5506 

To: Trevor Pontbriand, Aline Architecture (on behalf of William J. Marsh) 
From: Assessors Department 
Certified Abutters List: 30 Longnook Road, Map 43 Parcel 121 
Zoning Board of Appeals Special Permit 

Attached is a combined list of abutters for the property located at 30 Longnook Road. The current owner is the William J. Marsh Revocable Living Trust. 
The names and addresses of the abutters are as of May 29, 2020 according to the 
most recent documents received from the Barnstable County Registry of Deeds. 

Certified by: /� � 
Laura Gei? /' Assistant Assessor 
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1993 
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30 Longnock Road 
Map 43 Parcel 121 
ZBA Special Permit 

TOWN OF TRURO, MA 
BOARD OF ASSESSORS 

P.O. BOX 2012, TRURO MA 02666 

Abutters List Within 300 feet of Parcel 43/121/0 

43/20 - .t<' ---
26 LONGN _ IC,',� 

Parcel ID Owner Location Mailin Street 

40-999-0-E USA-DEPT OF INTERIOR 0 CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE 99 Marconi Site Rd 
Cape Cod National Seashore 

43-121--0-R WILLIAM J MARSH REV LIV TRUST 30 LONGNOOK RD 45 WEST 60TH ST, UNIT 7C 
TRS: WILLIAM J MARSH 

43-126--0-R GRUNIG GEORGE H & ELISABETH M 25 LONGNOOK RD 216 BEACH 126TH ST 

43-209-0-E U S A  26 LONGNOOK RD CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE 
DEPT OF THE INTERIOR 99 MARCONI SITE RD 

44-11--0-E U S A  80 LONGNOOK RD CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE 
DEPT OF THE INTERIOR 99 MARCONI SITE RD 

0 

Mailin Ci ST Zi Cd/Count 

Wellfleet MA 02667 

NEW YORK NY 10023 

ROCKAWAY PARK NY 11694 

WELLFLEET MA 02667 

WELLFLEET MA 02667 

6/8/2020 Page 



40-999-0-E 

USA-DEPT OF INTERIOR 
Cape Cod National Seashore 
99 Marconi Site Rd 
Wellfleet, MA 02667 

43-209-0-E
US A 

DEPT OF THE INTERIOR 
CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE 
99 MARCONI SITE RD 
WELLFLEET, MA 02667 

43-121-0-R

WILLIAM J MARSH REV LIV TRUST 
TRS: WILLIAM J MARSH 
45 WEST 60TH ST, UNIT 7C 
NEW YORK, NY 10023 

44-11-0-E 

US A 
DEPT OF THE INTERIOR 
CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE 
99 MARCONI SITE RD 
WELLFLEET, MA 02667 

43-126-0-R

GRUNIG GEORGE H & ELISABETH M 
216 BEACH 126TH ST 
ROCKAWAY PARK, NY 11694 
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NOTES: FINAL GRADING AROUND DWELLING AND DRIVE TO PLAN REFERENCES: 

ZONING CHART 

SEASHORE DISTRICT REQUIRED EXISTING PROPOSED 

MIN. LOT AREA 3 ACRES 35,265± S.F. 35,265± S.F. 

MIN. LOT FRONTAGE 150' 200.26' 200.26' 

FRONT SETBACK 50' 29.6'± 30'± 

SIDE SETBACK 25' 40.6'± 40'± 

REAR SETBACK 25' 55.8'± 55.8'± 

BUILDING COVERAGE 5.3±% 6.2±% 

0 BEDROOM DWELLING (EXISTING)(PROPOSED)

DESIGN LJ BEDROOM APARTMENT (EXISTING)

FLOW DETERMINATION 0 BEDROOM DESIGN (EXISTING)

FLOW RATE = I 550 I GAL/DAY 

SEPTIC TANK SIZING: 

I 550 I x 2.0 = [ 1, 1 00 I GAL/DAY 

!/SE: EXISTING 1,500 GAL 
MAXIMUM FEASIBLE COMPLIANCE 

LEACHING FACILITY CALCULATIONS: 

�: EXISTING 

LEACH AREA ::::: 52' LONG X 1 O' WIDE 
X 2' DEEP ::::: 568 GAL/DAY 

GENERAL NOTES 

1. ALL CONTRACTORS AND/OR INSTALLERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR
PROVIDING AND MAINTAINING A SAFE WORK AREA.

2. CONTRACTORS AND/OR INSTALLERS: VERIFY ALL UTILITY LOCATIONS
PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.

3. CONTRACTORS AND/OR INSTALLERS: VERIFY ALL WASTE LINE LOCATIONS
PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.

4. CONSTRUCTION DETAILS TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH STATE SANITARY 
CODE 310 CMR 15.000 AND TOWN BOARD OF HEALTH REQUIREMENTS.

5. ELEVATION DATUM IS FROM [Rj U.S.G.S. QUAD. MAP. □ N.A.V.D.

6. MUNICIPAL WATER IS AVAILABLE O YES [Rj NO

7. ANY ALTERATIONS TO DESIGN MUST BE APPROVED BY FELCO, INC. AND
TOWN BOARD OF HEALTH.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES 

1. EXISTING DWELLING TO BE REMOVED AND REPLACED WITH A NEW DWELLING.
2. PROVIDE NEW WASTE LINE FROM NEW DWELLING TO EXISTING SEPTIC TANK.
3. PROVIDE CLEANOUT TO GRADE EVERY 50' MIN. ALONG BUILDING SEWER PIPE. 

THIS PLAN IS PREPARED FOR COMPLIANCE WITH 310 CMR 15.000. 

\ 

VERIFY ZONING AND UTILITY SETBACK DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION. 

BE DETERMINED BY OWNER AND BUILDER ON SITE. 

VERIFY BUILDING HEIGHT AND PROPOSED FOUNDATION 
ELEVATION WITH BUILDING DEPARTMENT PRIOR TO 
CONSTRUCTION. 

C.C.N.S.

'N 

AREA 
35,265± SQ. FT. 

0.8± ACRES 

-�
------------__ 
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May 12, 2020 

Arthur F. Hulton, Jr., Chair 
Truro Zoning Board of Appeals 
24 Town Hall Road 
P.O. Box 2030 
Truro, MA 02666 
 

Re:   10 Pilgrim’s Path, Donald and Gail Nogueira, Trustees of the 
Pilgrim’s Path Nominee Trust, Atlas Sheet 35, Parcel 112,  
ZBA Docket 2009-016 

Dear Chairman Hulton and Members of the Truro Zoning Board of Appeals: 

On behalf of Donald and Gail Nogueira, Trustees of the Pilgrim’s Path 
Nominee Trust and owners of 10 Pilgrim’s Path in Truro (“the Nogueiras”), I 
write to request approval of the addition of three small windows to the 
second story of the north elevation of their home as required by condition 12 
of the Amended Decision after Remand as filed with the Town Clerk on 
December 21, 2011 and recorded, a copy of which is enclosed herewith.  As 
required, the north and south abutters have been notified by certified mail. 

Background 
 

At the time the Nogueiras purchased the property at 10 Pilgrim’s Path 
in 1986, the property was a single-story ranch containing 3 bedrooms.  In 
2009, the Nogueiras applied to this board for a special permit pursuant to 
Section 30.7.A of the Truro Zoning Bylaw in order to construct a second-story 
addition to a legally non-conforming single family structure on a legally non-
forming lot.  The ZBA granted the requested relief, subject to certain 
conditions and incorporated the elevations and floor plans drawn by Lesko 
Kelly Assoc., Inc. dated August 17, 2009.  A copy of that decision and the 
2009 elevations are included herewith for your reference. 
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 The abutters on the north and south appealed the Board’s decision to 
the Barnstable Superior Court and after a several-day trial but before the 
Court rendered the decision, the parties reached a settlement, pursuant to 
which the Court ordered a remand to this board for purposes of rendering a 
remand decision, which is the Amended Decision filed with the clerk on 
December 21, 2011 incorporating revised elevations. 
 
 Among the conditions imposed by the Amended Decision is condition 
10, in relevant part which states that “For so long as Ward J. Cromer owns 
the property to the north of the locus, applicants shall not install a door on 
the north side of the locus or windows on the second story north side of the 
locus.”  Ward Cromer died in 2017 and as evidenced by the assessors’ 
records the property on the north side is now owned by Richard and Laurie 
Caron.   Condition No. 12 requires the Nogueiras to obtain this Board’s 
approval of any changes to the 2011 elevations after written notice to the 
abutters on the north and south side.  It is pursuant to this Condition that the 
Nogueiras come before this Board. 
 

Present Request for Approval 
 

 The Nogueiras have spent most of the winter of 2020 in Truro where 
Gail has been recuperating from pneumonia.  During that time they ordered 
and began the installation of three small windows on the second floor of the 
north elevation.  The prohibition against windows on the second floor was an 
accommodation reached with Ward Cromer as part of the settlement of the 
lawsuit brought by him and the abutter to the south.  It was not required by 
the Board, and indeed, the Board’s original 2009 decision approved 
elevations with three windows on the north side. 
 
 Although the Nogueiras were cognizant of the condition relating to 
the windows and were of course aware that Mr. Cromer had died and the 
property sold by his estate, they assumed they were free to install the 
windows and did not understand that the requirement to seek ZBA approval 
for changes to the elevations required approval for the windows which they 
assumed they were permitted to install after Mr. Cromer’s death and the 
transfer of the property on the north side.  In addition, they were unaware 
the installation of the windows required a building permit, although they 
acknowledge that they should have known this and applied for a permit. 
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The work on the window installation was close to completion (interior 
work remains) when the Building Commissioner ordered the Nogueiras to 
stop work.  A photograph of the exterior of the building is enclosed showing 
the three windows. The Nogueiras and their contractor have done no further 
work since the Commissioner told them to stop on or about April 13, 2020. 
 

The Nogueiras acknowledge and regret their error in not seeking this 
Board’s approval of the addition of the windows to the elevation pursuant to 
condition 12 and also acknowledge and regret that the error was 
compounded by their failure to seek a building permit.  The Nogueiras 
respectfully ask this Board to approve the installation of the windows as 
shown on the enclosed photograph and revised north elevation dated May 
11, 2020 and submitted herewith.  We note that the windows shown are 
approximately half the size of the windows in approximately the same 
location originally approved by this Board in 2009 and are consistent in 
design with other windows installed throughout the house.   
 

Thank you for your consideration. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 

Diane C. Tillotson 
 
DCT/jam 
Enc. 
cc: Building Commissioner  

Julia Bergmark, Trustee 
Richard and Laurie Caron 
Jonathan Silverstein, Esq. 
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TOWN OF TRURO 
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
MEETING MINUTES 
June 25, 2018 
TRURO TOWN HALL 
 
Members Present:  Chair-Bertram Perkel, Art Hultin, John Dundas, Fred Todd, John Thornley, Alternate-
Susan Areson 
 
Members Absent:  Chris Lucy 
 
Others Present:  Interim Town Planner-Jessica Bardi, Atty. Christopher Snow, Kevin Shea, Atty. Liz 
McNichols, Judy Richland, Atty. Benjamin Zehnder, Fred Gaechter, Atty. David Reid, Frank Dubinski, 
Regan McCarthy, Nathalie Ferrier, Joanne Barkan, Joan Holt 
 
Chair Perkel called the meeting to order at 5:30 pm.   
 
Chair Perkel advised the audience that the Stephens Way item (2nd item listed on the agenda) was going 
to be continued.  The ZBA received an application to continue.   
 
Chair Perkel made a motion to continue 2018-003/ZBA-Susan Solomont to the next available meeting. 
Member Thornley seconded. 
So voted; 5-0-0, motion carries. 
 
Chair Perkel then stated that the ZBA would take the next item out of order to discuss. 
 
2018-007/ZBA – Kevin R. Shea and Judith Richland, for property located at 402 Shore Road (Atlas 
Sheet 10, Parcel 22, Registry of Deeds title reference, Book 13530, Page 012).  Applicants are seeking a 
variance or amendment to the variance, whichever the Board deems appropriate, w/ref. to Section 
50.1 (lot size) of the Zoning Bylaw that was granted on January 30, 2017 (docket #2016-013/ZBA) to 
construct a single family residence as per plans filed and extended to July 30, 2018.  The applicant is 
requesting to substitute the previously approved plans and to amend the period to exercise the 
variance to January 30, 2019. 
 
Atty. Christopher Snow approached the Board.  He represents the applicants.  He stated that he did not 
find that the Public Hearing had been published.  Chair Perkel said that if Atty. Snow thinks that is a 
defect, then the Board will advertise and place the hearing on another agenda, however there is some 
sense that it was not necessary to advertise.  Atty. Snow stated that not advertising could pose a 
significant hazard to the petitioner.  If the petitioner waits the specified 20 days without an appeal, then 
pulls a building permit, then a person can come along and claim a defective notice and challenge the 
building permit for a period of up to 90 days.  He would like the public hearing advertised for the next 
meeting of July 30th, 2018.  Chair Perkel stated that they would advertise for the next meeting. 
Interim Town Planner Bardi interjected to say that she had confirmation from the Cape Cod Media 
Group of the public hearing being published on June 9th and June 16th.  She brought forth a copy of the 
publication for Atty. Snow to review.  Upon review, he stated that the ZBA could go forward with 
hearing the public hearing. 
Atty. Snow said that Kevin Shea and Judith Richland have a Purchase and Sale agreement for the 
property next door, owned by Siniscalco and Rybeck.  As he mentioned in an earlier presentation, the 
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problem with the variance of Siniscalco and Rybeck expires July 30, 2018 and is tied (he thinks 
accidentally) to a particular set of building plans.  Atty. Snow’s clients have different plans for this lot, all 
within zoning setbacks and dimensional requirements.  The client has entered into an agreement that is 
contingent upon the Zoning Board of Appeal’s approval of extending the variance.  If the delay in acting 
upon the variance is without the fault of the landowner and is the fault entirely (or nearly entirely) of 
third parties over which the landowner has no control, that delayed time period can be forgiven, and the 
variance extended.  The delay is only on the Siniscalco/Rybeck lot. 
Member Dundas stated that based upon what counsel said, it makes sense to him. 
Member Hultin has no problem with the extension of time to the variance. 
Member Todd had a question regarding what’s stated under Chapter 40 which says that they are not 
allowed to do a second extension.  Atty. Snow explained that it has been interpreted under the 
equitable eyes of the highest court in the Commonwealth to apply their equitable powers to allow relief 
under an equitable principle. 
Chair Perkel asked the attorney what he wanted the ZBA to do for them.  Atty. Snow believes they are 
entitled to the fourteen-month extension that was lost to the Planning Board but deferred to his client.  
Mr. Shea would also like the fourteen months.  During further discussion, Mr. Shea announced he would 
be applying to the Conservation Commission to build a sea wall.  If that were approved, he would then 
be changing the situs of the house by moving the deck.  Chair Perkel stated that if the Board is to 
equitably extend the variance, he does not think it would be appropriate for them to consider time for 
Mr. Shea to do something else.  Chair Perkel then asked what the minimum extension time would be 
(the response was unintelligible) and asked if the Board would consider an eight-month extension.  The 
Board was amenable to an eight-month extension.  Atty. Snow then pointed out that they still had the 
issue regarding the plan.  He asked if the Board would approve the plans Mr. Shea brought in with him 
and filed with his application.  Chair Perkel recalled there was some discussion about the height of one 
of the structures, and he wondered whether they should start from scratch.  Atty. Snow suggested 
perhaps holding another meeting before July 30th where public comment would be heard, regarding 
the new plan. 
Atty. Liz McNichols approached the Board.  She represents Barbara Rybeck and Joan Siniscalco.  She is 
here to support Mr. Shea’s application for the equitable tolling.  The owners want to see the agreement 
with Mr. Shea go through, and they support the application to amend the variance.  It is Atty. 
McNichols’ understanding that the footprint Mr. Shea is considering is within the footprint of the plans 
originally submitted by Rybeck/Sinscalco.  It complies with all zoning and setback requirements and he is 
not asking for any further relief.  She pointed out that the proposed plan fits within the footprint of the 
plan they already approved.  She would like to see the eight-month extension granted so they can 
exercise those rights granted by the Board. 
Judy Richland, Mr. Shea’s wife, had a question.  She stated that the Zoning Board did approve the 
building on 408 Shore Road.  They listened to the public and gave in to all their issues regarding building 
height.  The building that’s proposed at 402 Shore Road is exactly like the house on 408 Shore Rd.  It is 
no larger, in fact it is smaller.  She does not understand why the Zoning Board would not approve it. 
It was determined to continue this hearing to the July 23, 2018 meeting.  No vote was taken. 
 
Continuation – 2018-003/ZBA – Susan Lewis Solomont, by Atty. Sarah Turano-Flores, for property 
located at 37 Stephens Way (Atlas Sheet 58, Parcel 1, title reference:  Book 10986, Page 185).  
Applicant is seeking to overturn the Building Commissioner’s decision to not issue a permit and is also 
requesting a Special Permit and/or Variance, whichever the Board deems appropriate, w/ref. to Sec. 
10.2 and 50.1A of the Truro Zoning Bylaw to construct a single-family dwelling. 
As noted at beginning of meeting, the ZBA received an application to continue this to their next available 
meeting. 
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At this time, Member Thornley left the meeting. 
 
Continuation – 2018-002/ZBA – Timsneck LLC, by Atty. Benjamin Zehnder, for property located at 10 
Thornley Meadow Road (Atlas Sheet 53, Parcel 87, title reference:  Book 30529, Page 134).  Applicants 
are seeking a Special Permit and/or Variance, whichever the Board deems appropriate, w/ref to 
Sections 10.4 and 30.7B of the Truro Zoning Bylaw for additions to a pre-existing, non-conforming 
single-family dwelling. 
 
Atty. Benjamin Zehnder approached the Board.  His client has decided to redesign the project 
eliminating the swimming pool entirely, as the client and abutters were unable to come to an 
agreement.  The plan in front of the Board is identical in all respects to what they have seen before 
except the pool, the pool house, and the pool deck, have been removed from the plan.  What has been 
added is an at-grade paver sitting area.  They have also created notes in the site plan in order to protect 
the conservation restricted area.  They are going to install a four-foot high wooden snow fence, a geo-
textile silt fence, as well as signage stating, “Do Not Enter-Conservation Restriction Area”.  There is also 
a new landscaping plan which shows a significant amount of screening between this property and the 
neighbor to the north. 
Chair Perkel asked to see where the paved sitting area would be located.  Atty. Zehnder located the 
correct plan and pointed out the location. 
Member Areson had a question about the berm.  She believed there had been some discussion about 
the removal of that berm between the two properties.  Atty. Zehnder confirmed that the berm was 
indeed being removed.  Member Todd asked whether the height of the berm was being used as part of 
the grade calculations in determining the building height.  Atty. Zehnder stated that he didn’t believe it 
was but had not specifically asked the engineers that question.  Member Dundas asked what the 
Conservation Trust comments regarding the screening were based upon.  Atty. Zehnder believes the 
Conservation Trust is saying that the natural flora and fauna area is a sandy heath, so extensive vertical 
planting would change the nature of that environment. 
Fred Gaechter approached the Board.  He wished to pass out a report which the Conservation Trust 
commissioned from a consultant regarding the plantings, so they would have it for the record.  The gist 
of it is indeed the quantity of the plantings, and not necessarily the species.  There were 46 plantings 
proposed for the lot, which appeared excessive to the Trust.  The Trust would like it reduced significantly 
because those plantings could adversely impact the heathland.  They would also like to see some 
conditions added if the plan is to be approved, with regard to the plantings such as; all plantings would 
be hand dug (no heavy equipment on the property),  proper irrigation and replacement of any plants 
that fail, and other conditions that make it a viable plan.  He also passed out a diagram of the 
neighborhood as it’s important from a conservation perspective, to indicate what they are talking about.  
Mr. Gaechter proceeded to give a brief description of the properties in the neighborhood regarding 
locales of other conservation restrictions.  The Trust would like the Zoning Board to consider this 
application not only in the context the legality of the amplification and the physical construction, but 
also the neighborhood in which it will reside and the mind-set of the Trust, the neighbors, and the Town.  
Chair Perkel asked how one would enforce the replacement of plants that fail.  Mr. Gaechter stated that 
as a holder of the conservation restriction, which is approved by the Selectmen and the State, the Trust 
is required by State law to make an annual visit.  They are to request the property owner for access, the 
Trust goes out and conducts their inspection of the land and puts together a formal report that goes to 
the State to ensure the Trust is doing their stewardship under the terms of that conservation restriction.  
The Trust’s interest is only in the conservation restricted portion of the property.  Member Hultin 
pointed out that the wording for that condition would be quite specific, to which Mr. Gaechter stated 
that the Trust would be happy to put something together. 
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Atty. David Reid approached the Board.  He represents John and Yvette Dubinski who are the immediate 
abutters to the North.  He stated that while certainly the pool, pool house, and pool deck are the biggest 
concerns of his clients, they are not the only concerns.  He pointed out that there was a lot of time spent 
discussing the fact that under the special permit criteria, in addition to the Board’s assessment of 
whether there is a detriment, they must also find (in order to grant a special permit) is what’s proposed 
is in harmony with the intent and purpose of the Zoning Bylaw.  The Comprehensive Plan says that the 
rural character of this neighborhood is a critical factor.  One of the largest threats to that character is the 
over-development of residential sites, particularly in prominent locations of hilltops, shorelines, and 
more visible locations like that.  This project is all of those.  With the removal of the pool and the pool 
house a lot of that is eliminated from his client’s perspective.  The other concern they have is the lower 
exercise area.  If you look at the North and West elevation, it’s a point sticking out from the house in the 
direction of his client’s property.  The room appears to be all glass on the two sides which point toward 
the abutter and, as discussed with Atty. Zehnder, an open patio.  His clients continue to have concerns 
that this very visible, very open, very bright glass area will continue to have an adverse effect on the 
area.  There is also the legitimate question as to whether the exercise level constitutes a third floor.  The 
addition that’s proposed has two sides fully exposed, above grade.  A third story is not permitted under 
the height regulations of the bylaw. 
Atty. Reid then went on to discuss when the lot was created (in 2007, not in 1993 as Atty. Zehnder 
stated).  It is a further subdivision of the original lot.  When created in 2007 it did not have 150 feet of 
frontage on any road.  The definition of lot frontage is that it must be measured along one road.  
Because the lot was created in 2007 without complying with the quantity requirement of frontage at 
that time, it is not a lawfully, pre-existing non-conforming lot.  Chair Perkel asked if that were true in 
light of the amendment of 40A Section 7.  Atty. Reid stated yes.  Chair Perkel continued, stating that the 
amendment mentioned a ten-year statute of limitations, and if you count from 2007 to 2018 you get to 
ten.  Atty. Reid countered that in March of this year the Appeals Court stated that it’s not the correct 
measurement.  In the case of a non-conformity by an ANR plan the statute of limitations does not begin 
to run until there is a severance of the two lots from common ownership.  That did not occur, in this 
case, until 2017.  The statute of limitations has not run out.  It does not qualify for a special permit, only 
a variance.  Member Todd stated in looking at the elevations he sees three stories, despite what the 
height regulations say. 
Chair Perkel stated that Atty. Reid was presenting a jurisdictional issue, in a sense.  Atty. Reid agreed.  
Chair Perkel said he was not prepared to put this to a vote by the ZBA until he gets the opinion of 
counsel.  The Board needs to have another meeting, and to have an opinion.  He also believes there will 
be a fair amount of conditions which will need to be reviewed before they vote on them.  Chair Perkel 
said the hearing would need to be continued with Atty. Zehnder’s approval.  Atty. Zehnder will consent 
to a continuance but would like to be heard on legal issues before the Board breaks. 
Frank Dubinksi, son of Yvette and John Dubinski, asked to say a few words.  His parents have lived at 
their current address for approximately 17 years.  He is the generation who will inherit the house.  He 
feels the important thing to note is the rural character of the town.  People come to Truro for a reason.  
He has looked at the plans.  He feels there are a lot of unanswered questions when it comes to the plan. 
Regan McCarthy approached the Board.  She asked what would be the total square footage of the 
structures and the square footage of the impervious land covering?  She stated that the largest square 
footage house in Truro is 9400 square feet.  She believes that this house will be larger than that, and 
that it would be helpful for the public to know the facts on that. 
Nathalie Ferrier approached the Board.  She asked who on the Board would like to be a neighbor of a 
house with nine bedrooms, nine bathrooms, and a large exercise room.  She is concerned with the 
approval of another large structure in Truro and would like the ZBA to consider what they are doing. 
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Joanne Barkan approached the Board.  She understands that the Board will probably put conditions on 
the approval of the project if they vote to approve it.  She would like to know if there is a condition that 
can be put on that would make it quite secure that a pool would not be put in later. 
Joan Holt approached the Board.  She’d like to discuss the issue of detriment to the neighborhood.  She 
stated that everyone in South Truro understands that the reason Truro has these large “monstrosities” 
is because of the business of people deciding that it’s not a detriment to the neighborhood.  Even 
though there is no house size limit bylaw yet, there is a lot which the ZBA could rely on in saying that the 
expansion of the house will be a detriment to the neighborhood.  She’d like the Board to tell the 
neighbors why they feel it will not be a detriment.  The neighborhood was unable to prevent the house 
at the end of Cooper Road, nor the Klein house, from being built.  Most of the houses in the area are 
under 2000 square feet. 
Atty. Zehnder wished to respond.  He’s listened to people come up and say that the house is too big, the 
neighborhood is changing, etc. but that’s not the Zoning Board of Appeals job.  That is the Planning 
Board’s job.  The ZBA’s job is to look at the application and consider the facts.  In regard to whether the 
exercise room creates a third story, he read a portion of the bylaw which states “A basement, at its 
narrowest, may have its full height above ground on not more than one side and which may not have 
more than half of its height above mean ground on the second side.”.  Yes, there are two sides exposed, 
but one of those sides doesn’t have more than half of its height exposed.  It meets the basement 
definition. 
The statute of limitations case which Atty. Reid referenced is a different statute then the 10-year statute 
which Chair Perkel alluded to earlier, and the property does indeed qualify for a special permit. 
Atty. Zehnder stated that the Dubinski’s son came up and stated that this project will change the rural 
characteristics of the neighborhood however, the Dubinski’s property has a main dwelling of 2,652 
square feet, 2 bedrooms, a cottage with 2 bedrooms (689 square feet), and a potting shed, all on a lot of 
62,000 square feet.  They didn’t feel they were changing the rural character of the Town.  The applicant 
for 10 Thornley Meadow road is applying for a single-family dwelling with six (not 9 as previously stated) 
bedrooms.  The gross floor area of the first floor is 4,009 square feet.  The second floor has 2,976 square 
feet, and the finished basement has 1,167 square feet.  Total gross floor area is 8,152.   
 
Member Hultin made a motion to continue 2018-002/ZBA-Timsneck LLC, for property located at 10 
Thornley Meadow Road to the next regularly scheduled meeting (July 30th at 5:30pm). 
Member Areson seconded. 
So voted; 5-0-0, motion carries. 
 
Chair Perkel asked Atty. Zehnder to grant the Board a time extension.  Atty. Zehnder agreed to a time 
extension of 60 days after the meeting with the understanding that the Board could ask for more time if 
needed, and Atty. Zehnder would consider it at that time. 
 
Member Todd made a motion to adjourn at 7:30pm. 
Member Hultin seconded. 
So voted; 5-0-0, motion carries. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Noelle L. Scoullar 
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TOWN OF TRURO 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

Cloverleaf Meeting Minutes 

June 25, 2020 – 5:30 pm 

REMOTE MEETING 

 

 

 

Present (Quorum):  Arthur Hultin (Chair); Fred Todd (Vice Chair); Clerk Lucy (Clerk); John 

Dundas; John Thornley; Darrell Shedd (Alternate); Heidi Townsend (Alternate) 

 

Other Participants:  Jeffrey Ribeiro, AICP – Truro Town Planner; Barbara Huggins Carboni, Esq. 

– Town Counsel, KP Law; Ted Malone – Community Housing Resource; John O'Reilly – Project 

Engineer; Jessica Snare – Architect 

 

Members of the Public Addressing the Board:  James Nash; Andrea Aldana, Community 

Development Partnership; Brian Boyle; Christopher; Joanne Hollander 

 

Remote meeting convened at 5:32 pm by Chair Hultin. 

 

Town Planner, Jeffrey Ribeiro, detailed where to watch this meeting, how to access it, and to 

provide comment during the meeting by calling toll free (866) 899-4679 and entering the access 

code 746-033-605.  The telephone number and access code were repeated, and he noted that a 

slight delay of 15 to 30 seconds between the meeting and the live stream television broadcast might 

be experienced.  He also noted that if you are calling in to please lower the volume on your 

computer or television during public comments so you may be heard clearly and to also identify 

yourself so multiple callers can be managed effectively.  Citizens may provide public comment 

for this meeting by emailing jribeiro@truro-ma.gov with your comments, and he will be 

checking the emails live during the meeting. 

 

 

Public Hearing – Continued 

2019-008 ZBA – Community Housing Resource, Inc. seeks approval for a Comprehensive 

Permit pursuant to G.L. c. 40B, §§20-23 to create 40 residential rental units, of which not 

less than 25% or 10 units shall be restricted as affordable for low or moderate income 

persons or families, to be constructed on property located at 22 Highland Road, as shown on 

Assessor’s Map 36 and Parcel 238-0 containing 3.91 acres of land area. 

 

Chair Hultin recited the 2019-008 ZBA – Community Housing Resource, Inc. Public Hearing 

case description.  Chair Hultin introduced the members of the Board attending the meeting as well 

as Attorney Barbara Huggins Carboni. 

Chair Hultin turned the meeting over to the applicant, Ted Malone.  Mr. Malone stated it was 

March 12th that we last were in person presenting.  That is the date that we, that the board received, 

the peer review consultant’s report, and since that time we have been working diligently.  John 

O'Reilly has been leading that to respond to the letter of comment from the report from Horsley 

Witten.  I feel like we've been able to address things adequately well.  Still, having things work 

mailto:jribeiro@truro-ma.gov
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financially for the project at this point.  The majority of the report here is going to be done by John 

O'Reilly, responding directly to the Horsley Witten report.  Jessica Snare is also here because we 

will be getting into the architecturals later in the meeting. 

John O’Reilly stated he was going to be following his June 5th memorandum that he thought the 

Board had.  It was the summary of the responses to the peer review from Horsley Witten Group 

dated March 3, 2020.  The plans have been updated as Ted had said with regards to the wastewater.  

We are now proposing a treatment process by BioMicrobics Inc. which involves a submerged 

media with a dual train that will produce an effluent that will meet, or be below, the 10 parts per 

million that was recommended by the peer review.  We've calculated the new nitrogen loading at 

the property line at 9.1.  I arrived at that number simply using the numbers that Horsley Witten 

had done within their peer review report.  And we came up to just about 9.1 parts per million of 

nitrogen at the property boundary.  The septic system itself really has not changed its location.  We 

are still collecting it behind Building 21, with several septic tanks, and then the treatment process, 

and then the pump chamber which will feed the two leach fields in the center court area.  The 

system changed as far as the leaching facility is concerned.  You'll notice that we have a larger 

field and a smaller field.  We've done that to overcome some coverage issues with regards to the 

most southern portion of the leaching facility.  The grade drops off or continues to drop off to head 

down to Highland Road, so we've redesigned the leaching facilities to maintain the proper 

coverages over them that they are designed for the H-20 wheel loads as some exist underneath the 

paved area of the Center area. 

Another big change we've done is with regard to the septic system, as we do have a Treatment Unit 

building which is a small 12 by 12 shed adjacent to the Route 6 corridor.  To the West of Building 

21, also shown adjacent to the control room, is a generator that will be intended to operate the 

pumps in case of a power outage.  We have not downsized the size of the pump chamber that was 

originally proposed – that does have the 24 hours of storage; but, in order to provide constant 

control of the wastewater, the system will be connected to the generator in case of power failure. 

Stormwater was another area that had the most revisions to it.  One of the things that the peer 

report identified is that we were dealing with deep, sump catch basins and then going straight to 

subsurface leaching facilities.  There was a concern of spill, as well as providing some additional 

treatment that was available to us, so we ended up starting at the front of the property down by 

Highland.  The plan that we described back in March had four drainage facilities running up the 

hill.  We have simply combined them into a series of catch basins and manholes that run down to 

the roadway that discharge into a large grassed swale wherein you'll get some treatment, 

particularly suspended solids, oil and grease, prior to discharge to the subsurface leaching gallery 

that's located just adjacent and below the vegetated swale.  The swale will be grassed and then 

landscaped according to the landscape plan.  The two intermediate catch basins up by the central 

area, central circle, have remained the same as previously proposed that simply have a deep sump 

catch basin and then a subsurface leaching facility. 

We looked at several different ways to incorporate a swale in these two areas.  Simply because of 

the amount of what's going on in this area with the building's roadway, and most specifically the 

leaching facility, the swales wouldn't be appropriate here simply because of the amount of room 

or the lack of room that we have.  We then concentrated on the rear of the site out by Building 21, 

wherein, again, we have two catch basins down by the parking area directly behind Building 21.  

Those two catch basins run into a grassed swale, which will provide some treatment to the 
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stormwater prior to discharge into the subsurface leaching facility adjacent to and below the 

proposed swale. 

We have identified roof runoff control.  We have a series of 14-foot diameter by six-foot deep 

leach pits that have been designed to handle the roof runoff for the 50-year storm, and those are 

shown on the updated plan Sheet 2 of 5. 

On Page 2 of the memo regarding specific comments that the peer review had regarding the septic 

system, they were questioning the reserve area location and how it would be utilized, if needed.  

We would be proposing a drip dispersal system in this location because of the slope, which would 

allow us to place a drip disposal dispersal system, leaching facility in the two reserve areas:  one 

by Highland and the other one on the northern side, behind the last two units to the north.  I go 

through basically drip dispersal; the advantage here is that it can be mechanically trenched into the 

ground without severely impacting the vegetation or slope, and we would be opting for that.  I 

think the peer review wanted to know how it would be delivered or dispersed, the effluent for the 

reserve area.  So that's our response to that. 

There were some comments on groundwater separation; and of course, since the peer review did 

the groundwater development for west of the property, we know that the groundwater at the site is 

about elevation 4.7.  Based on the separation of the bottom of the leaching facilities that are 

proposed, and the reserve areas, we're looking at a separation anywhere from 28 feet all the way 

up to 46 feet from the bottom of these leaching facilities down to the groundwater.  We did look 

at mounding, but given the depths that we're dealing with, we do not feel that the mounding would 

impact the five-foot requirement or separation between the bottom of these leaching facilities and 

the groundwater table. 

There was some comment regarding the operation and maintenance of the wastewater treatment 

plant.  I've given the Board some guidelines that I think would be appropriate in this manner.  It 

would be for the sampling of the nitrogen and any of the discharge once a month for the first 12 

months after startup.  Then, once the 12 months have gone through, assuming the plant is operating 

as it's been designed, it would switch to quarterly thereafter.  I also have some guidelines for sewer 

line inspection and the pumping of the solids out of the tank, which would be evaluated once the 

system was up and running. 

With regards to Page 3 where it says, specific comments on the stormwater management, I think 

I've touched on most of these, but we are providing those grass swales that do provide some TSS 

removal which was the goal of the grassy swale, and I think a comment from the peer review.  

Although we don't provide grass swales for the two smaller drainage facilities up by the Center 

Court, the overall site does address about 84% of the drainage area for the entire project, so we 

have two swales that address 84% of the drainage capacity for the site. 

We did review the contributory areas, and we did expand them slightly.  I think we had a good 

capture of them the last time, but it was more of a crossing a “t” and dotting an “i” to make sure 

that we're getting every little drop that would be coming to the drainage facilities. 

The roof runoff is being controlled by dry wells, and it's designed on a 50-year storm. 

We did add, on Number 6, the peer review report, they questioned the amount of sheet flow that 

was coming down the proposed road towards Highland.  We added another set of catch basins to 

slow that water down and improve our control of the water as it comes down towards Highland. 

No physical testing has been done on the site. 
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We would propose that once the site was available to us, we would do the PERC test and deep soil 

observation holes that are required by Title 5 as well as do soil testing in the areas of the four 

drainage facilities that are proposed on the site. 

With regards to formal phasing, other design comments from the peer review, I think that is 

something that needs to be generated still with regards to how the site is going to work once the 

Town installs the water main, grades the site.  I think that needs to be provided to the Board at 

some point. 

We did enhance the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).  We added some verbiage in 

there regarding the slope control, slope protection, the use of the on-site vegetation for ground 

cover. 

I believe Safe Harbors is working on a specific landscape part of an erosion control report.  They 

are spearheading that, and I believe either it's completed and just not submitted to the Board or is 

still in a final draft form, but that is something that will further document the control of the site 

during construction and post construction. 

The cuts and fills have not changed substantially from the March project, and I don't believe I 

provided the Board any additional information regarding that. 

Regarding to item Number 5, Ted has done some extensive work, looking at the vegetation along 

the Route 6 corridor.  We have modified the pipe locations along that side of the lot; we're actually 

placing the water services on the side of the buildings closest to Route 6 and the sewer lines on the 

Center Court area thinking that the water lines being the only services that can be twisted around 

and moved around to avoid unnecessary clearing of vegetation. 

Mr. Malone interjected that can be seen behind me on Buildings 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20.  You can 

see the limit of work line is undulating into the site to preserve the vegetation. 

Mr. O’Reilly stated that he is on Page 5 of his memo.  We have addressed the comment regarding 

the pavement pitching.  The central road coming off Highland will be crowned in the Center, and 

the one-way roads will be pitched to one side, or the other, so as to direct the stormwater towards 

the catch basins. 

There is the note regarding dumpster and I'm going to leave that for Ted to discuss with the 

landscape plan. 

The landscape plan has also been correlated to our drainage and leaching facilities, and I think, 

Jessica Snare and Ted can talk about that. 

I don't know anything about a playground; I don't believe there is one proposed. 

I think the sidewalk down at Highland still needs some coordination if there's going to be a bus 

stop at the bottom of the Hill, and if we do need to extend that sidewalk. 

With regards to the endangered species, we have an approved Turtle Protection Plan.  Again, I 

think Ted can comment on that. 

Regarding the site, I think we have addressed the concerns of the septic system, the wastewater, 

the nitrogen control certainly by putting in this technology by BioMicrobics.  I also gave the Board 

and Horsley Whitten some history on a similar project that was just shy of 10,000 gallons per day, 

and they are hitting 5 parts per million or below for the last 12 months since they've been up and 
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running.  I believe we have tried to meet the stormwater intent that we are providing 84% capacity 

a site to be run through deep sump catch basins as well as grass swales prior to discharge. 

When we get to the questions, I'd be happy to answer any that the Board may have. 

Mr. Malone asked the Chair if the Board would like to ask questions about what has been presented 

before going on to this next plan?  Chair Hultin asked the Board if there were any questions for 

Mr. O'Reilly at this time? 

Clerk Lucy stated that he has had a couple of people ask him about these grass swales when you 

go into the catch bases.  The runoff water, the grass is supposed to collect the oils and greases and 

whatever else.  It's kind of a mystery as to what you're going to be planting there because if I spell 

grease and gasoline on my lawn it dies.  So, I don't really understand how the swale is supposed 

to work with vegetation while at the same time it collects gasoline or oil or whatever bad stuff 

comes off the road.  Explain what that is because once it’s dead, it doesn't come back.  I'm just 

trying to understand the need for these so-called swales as opposed to just a paved wash way into 

the catch basin.  Mr. O’Reilly replied that the thought process with the grass swales is that the 

initial flush of water entering the swale doesn't directly get discharged into the leaching facility.  

It has a chance to sit in the swale for a period of time and the amount of time depends on the 

volume of water and the size of the storm. 

But the Massachusetts Stormwater Handbook does find that when you run stormwater through a 

grassy swale and it allows for the first flush if you will, to either settle out or leach down through 

the grass into the soil itself, that you do have uptake of the oil and grease with the total suspended 

solids as well and it does deal with some nitrogen and phosphorous as well that may be coming 

off the pavement with the rainwater.  The peer review talked about the swale so as if there was a 

gas or oil release that there would be a clear sign from the pollution in the swale.  We have found 

that if there was a release like that you would deal with the vegetation that's in the swale that’s 

dying.  But, on normal rainstorm events that that these are designed for, we find that there is enough 

flushing and dilution of the oil and grease that there is not a systemic dying, if you will, of the 

grass and vegetation.  The swales will need to be maintained, just like catch basins are maintained 

and cleaned out, and they will need to be mowed and raked clean on an annual basis. 

Clerk Lucy then mentioned the catch basins and asked if they are all actually catch basins or if 

they are leach basins, and the difference being the catch basin would catch the solids as they settle 

out and the leach basin, like a septic system, will only accept the water.  So actually, we're cleaning 

out only 1 or 2 of them as catch basin, which catch the sediment, because once the leach collect 

the sand and debris, it's no matter how much maintenance you do on it, it's pretty much spent, 

because that sand and debris got into the leaching stone.  Mr O’Reilly replied that these catch 

basins, that are identified on the plan within the roadway, are solid basin and they have a solid 

bottom, no leak hole, no stone around them, they are a solid, concrete chamber.  Saltwater along 

with solids will all get into the catch basin.  The hood is the key, if you will, coming out of the 

catch basin which will prevent any floating debris getting into the leaching facility as well as any 

oil and so forth, getting in the leach.  So that's one benefit of the deep sump catch basins, then it 

will be discharged into the swale, orient directly into the leaching facility, and then yes, just like a 

leach pit or leaching facility for septic, the intent is that it is only dealing with the water product, 

and that's the same intent with a deep sump catch basin, and then a leaching facility. 

Chair Hultin asked if there was a particular a species of grass that's called out as being more hardy 

than another that would be planted there?  Mr. O’Reilly replied that on the plan, he specified the 
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swale.  The water in these swales will be no higher than 12 to 18 inches before it starts draining 

coming into the grades for the leaching facilities.  Usually, on a swale like this, you'd want a 

drought tolerant seed mix that would survive periods of drought and not getting any as well as the 

occasional inundation of water.  Above the waterline it's really just stability you're looking for 

from the grass and plants.  Mr. Malone asked if he could interject that our planting plan calls out 

native grasses to be used in the swale, and if there are more tolerant plants that also qualify as 

native, those would also be selected.  We would be taking further advice from the Safe Harbor 

consultants and also from the Master Gardener consultants as to what would be the most survivable 

native grasses to plant in those areas. 

Chair Hultin asked if there were any other Board members with questions?  Hearing none, Chair 

Hultin turned it over to Ted Malone. 

Mr. Malone indicated the landscape planting plan currently on the screen and stated that on the 

left-hand side of the page was a planting key where we've specified categories of plants that are 

organized by their plate and whether they're deciduous or evergreen.  They are plants that are 

already identified on the site, so this is really supplementing the native materials that we have 

found.  They are quantity specified.  On the far right of the planning plan key, there is a quantity 

column by grouping.  The first item 28 shows that we have various oak species and black tupelo.  

The 28 is not broken down amongst those; a lot will be dependent on what is available at the time 

when planting is done.  These are all appropriate trees, are deciduous, and are of a significant 

height at maturity.  The next grouping (Key AE), which also happens to be 28 plantings, are 

evergreen trees that are both suitable for screening purposes and needed.  The Eastern Red Cedar 

and American home can be good screening materials.  I will come back to the plan after just 

walking through this a little bit further.  There are evergreen trees of both the 20 to 30-foot size 

down at Key CE that were deciduous in that size category.  Then we have shrub categories which 

are, for the most part, deciduous – they're not going to be providing screening.  We've pointed out 

the various grasses and ground covers, and we spoke in the past that we will utilize the cleared 

duff layer of organic material that's loaded with seeds in the ground covers and we will be using 

that to re-establish in particular the slopes on the road. 

Going back to the full planting plan, it has either a designation of a single letter or a designation 

with the key after it.  All of the AE’s that you see are evergreen; the Juniper is where the American 

Holly would be providing additional screening for our abutters immediately to the east.  Along the 

roadway, the letter “G” in a triangle, those are all on the roadway coming in.  All of those are the 

areas that we would use recycled ground covers and grasses that would stabilize that slope soon 

after it was graded.  So, that's what all those triangles are at the front of the site.  There are some 

existing oaks up front that are of a nice size that will be preserved.  That's the designation that 

looks like a little airy “A” circle.  We have a few more evergreens that are planted above that 

between Buildings 2, 4, 6, 8 that are allowing us to just give a little more screening from the road.  

But the squiggly line that we talked about at a previous time is basically a limit of work and limit 

of clearing from the standpoint the significant areas at the front of the site are going to be left 

undisturbed and that goes for the right-hand side of the road coming up as well.  We will be 

interspersing that undisturbed area with some additional screening of individual plants.  I should 

point this out because there was a question about snow storage.  Snow storage and grassed areas 

are compatible seasonal – different uses in different seasons.  The cross-hatched area that you see 

in the oval, all those areas would just be planted with grasses so they could be areas that could 

receive snow storage in the advent of significant snowfall.  Those are all visitor parking spaces; 
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they would be expected to be used less in a big snowfall event.  There is compatibility in the 

drainage swales to store snow in significant snow events, so we have addressed that aspect. 

In the middle of the front of the site, there are planting keys for shrubs in the middle of the island 

that are not right at the roads edge, Letter D’s, that are basically the native shrubs that we have:  

the huckleberry, the bayberry.  Those would tolerate and be further enough inland and away from 

the road that they wouldn't be damaged by snowstorms. 

At the rear part of the site, important as additional screening for abutters to the north, there are 

clusters of AE designations that are all evergreen trees that will provide some buffering for our 

neighbors.  From the list, specific plants are there, the quantities are there, for the groups and types 

of plants.  There is a key at the bottom of the page that designates what the cross hatch means.  

Also shown on the plan are dark circles with and “L” which are indications of our low-light posts 

that are 42 inches tall and those are scattered throughout.  It's low light just for safe passage by 

pedestrians and vehicles and they also go along the side of the road back to Highland Road.  We 

do have a sample of what those light fixtures might be, but they would be compliant with the night 

sky requirements. 

In addition to the plants and the lighting, we've also used this plan to demonstrate the bicycle and 

trash storage for each unit.  John had made reference to a comment by the Horsley Witten report 

that referred to a dumpster.  There will be no dumpster at this property.  At the rear of Building 

21, where there's two “F’s” next to it with a cross through it, that is actually what we call our 

garbage gazebo or trash trellis.  It is an enclosure for trash cans that are to be assigned to an 

individuals' residence in Building 21.  Recycling is handled within the storage areas of that 

building, and the transporting of trash to the Transfer Station is the individuals' responsibility.  If 

individuals are unable to do that, arrangements could be made with management or a neighbor to 

get to the Transfer Station.  We won't have a dumpster and any of the issues associated with those. 

Between Buildings 15 and 17 is the bicycle storage and trash storage area, right behind the tandem 

parking spaces.  There are, again, two “F’s” which are basically plants that are planted on a trellis 

fence and those are behind each of the units.  So that's where trash storage and bicycle storage 

would be handled for the individual units in the 2-family 2-unit structures. 

The next slide, which includes the graphic depiction of the exterior site lighting, is a down post-

like or exterior lighting fixture that would focus the light downward, and it also would have a 

lower wattage that would comply with the night sky and guidance.  I'll come back to this later for 

the color palettes because it's not really what we're talking about.  The next sheet has the graphic 

image of the photograph that says “Building 21:  Example Trash Enclosure” that is cedar slat 

construction and vines over it that we're kind of talking about at the rear of Building 21.  The trash 

bin enclosures with a lift top and drop front is the picture below that.  And then, to the right and 

above, is the trash and bike storage enclosure sketches of what would be provided at each of the 

units for screening and storage of trash and bicycles.  There is fencing proposed.  On the planting 

plan between the two-family buildings where those “F’s” are, there is a row of fencing that 

separates the two trash storage areas for each unit and there's a line of privacy fencing that would 

be a shadow box construction and planted to have lines on it.  It would provide privacy to each of 

the units on either side, as well as a separation of the bike and trash storage. 

Chair Hultin asked if the Board had any questions at this point in the presentation but there were 

none. 
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Mr. Malone continued.  The Turtle Protection Plan has been developed by Mass Audubon, and 

they got it approved by the Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program.  It's actually a very 

straightforward process.  The site will be, basically, the border of the site between the limit of work 

and the property line which will get silt, fencing and stakes, and it will create a turtle barrier with 

straw logs that hold down the base of it.  Literally, they will sweep the site.  During this summer, 

because the turtles become inactive by October, we need a couple of months to take care of that; 

the turtles will be basically relocated off site out of harm's way.  It's a fairly straightforward 

approach, and it will also tie into some of the phasing of the waterline construction versus the full 

site construction. 

Chair Hultin stated that it seemed that the skill and supervision of the excavators was going to be 

a key part of this, and he was wondering who the excavator might be?  It sounds like there might 

be more than one because it's over quite a long period of time.  Mr. Malone responded Burke.  

Chair Hultin continued by asking what is the management on-site of the actual excavation once 

the machine is there?  Mr. Malone responded that there will be what's called an Environmental 

Management Plan, or construction protocol instruction, mitigation protocol that's being developed 

by Safe Harbor.  That will be very specific and will have to be signed on by whatever contractor’s 

engaged, both on the Town Water Line Project as well as the site contractors, importantly housing 

construction.  That document will govern the behavior.  It would be part of the Town's bid 

documents, and it would be part of the waterline and housing construction documents – it would 

be very specific.  SWPPP will also be governed and will be signed by the site contractors as well 

to ensure that we're not dealing with any runoff during construction.  But there will be two different 

bids and then we could end up with two different site contractors, but they are going to both be 

governed by these very detailed documents to protect the environmental situation. 

Chair Hultin asked if the Board had any questions but there were none. 

Mr. Malone stated that, as a refresher, when this application was introduced it was stated as 40 

units.  We are now at 39 units based on the changes that occurred at the front of the site when we 

were changing the road layout which was based on our communication with the fire department 

and the State Fire Marshal.  We spoke to this road layout on the March 12th meeting, but I just 

wanted to remind folks that there were some changes in the front of the site – those buildings were 

reconfigured back in March to allow us to satisfy the safety needs for the fire department’s 

emergency vehicles. 

Mr. O’Reilly had just a couple of things to add.  The peer review asked us to lay out the other 

underground utilities, and my plan does incorporate the propane tanks for the buildings, which are 

now shown, and we have, in a very preliminary manner, laid out the underground electrical and so 

forth from the primary pole at Highland, and that is added to the plan.  That was one thing that I 

had overlooked in my initial conversation, but, I think, Ted, you covered everything else pretty 

well. 

Mr. Malone asked if there were any questions on site-related issues.  There were none, but Chair 

Hultin stated that, again, he would say the skill of the excavator is going to be important to the 

outcome.  But with no questions from the Board, he thought they should move on to architecture. 

Jessica Snare stated that the type, shape, location, quantity of the buildings hasn't really changed 

that much other than the front of the property as Ted was just referring to, where we had two 

attached units, and there are now four separate – that's the 1, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6, 8 – due to the road 

change, and as well as an attempt on our part to reduce the amount of grading that was happening 
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by trying to get parking behind them.  So that was an attempt.  I think we reduced the grading there 

by two thirds.  There was an additional driveway to the back of the two on the left, as you're coming 

up the road, where it says 2, 4, 6, 8.  On the access road, there was a road there with parking before 

near that large amount of natural undisturbed tree growth on the left side as you're coming up the 

Hill?  It's been expanded, and there used to be parking back there for one of the lower garden units, 

and so that was a huge improvement and from a cost savings point of view as well.  Other than 

that, the buildings really have been locked in for a little while.  We were asked to introduce a 

palette [shown on screen].  These are buildings that we have done in the last few years:  Sally's 

Way, Stable Path and the doorway is Gull Pond Road in Wellfleet.  We have borrowed the details, 

the massing, the layout, and modified it a little bit due to a very different kind of a site condition.  

Some have walkouts and some don't.  The color palette that you see here might not be exact, but I 

think we're trying to introduce a quieter, less conventional color, not gray and white.  But we've 

had positive feedback from the tones of the last couple of projects that we've done with this, and 

that is the direction that we are currently taking.  There's an interior palette page as well with 

simple, clear, fresh-like colors, and natural wood floors. 

Mr. Malone thought it would be good to talk a little bit about how the buildings, out front, that 

used to be three attached, three-family buildings, how they have evolved into the two-family 

buildings.  Ms. Snare responded by stating that they are more staff than they are townhouse, which 

separates them.  The first set of buildings, the first four as you approach, all have a very similar 

look to them.  Three of them have walkouts because of the steep grading.  There are two basic 

types.  Ones that don't have a walkout are just stacked one bedroom – one bedroom on one level, 

and another one bedroom up a set of stairs; I think there's two of those.  Mr. Malone clarified that 

in the four buildings upfront, there are four upper level one bedrooms.  Those are the only units in 

the development that are not what we call visitable, but everything else, every other unit, is a 

visitable unit. 

Ms. Snare stated that we were able to achieve two-story units that had a walkout basement with a 

den and then on top of that, which is really the second floor, if you don't count digging out the 

walkout, is a single one-bedroom apartment.  Other than Building 21, the big building, the other 

units all tend to be side-by-side townhouses, and partly due to the steep grading here, it was more 

feasible for us to do apartment-over-apartment with outdoor egress stairs as well.  If you look on 

the planting plan, the storage bike shadowbox fence area is what we're using for all of the other 

units, other than Building 21.  In this case, we are putting this storage underneath the exterior stair.  

Mr. Malone stated that this building that used to be when we had building 2, 4, 6 as a combined 

structure before, those weren't going to need - because it was more than three units - to be a 

sprinkler building.  Now that they are two-unit buildings, they don't require sprinkling, but they 

do require a second means of egress from the upstairs unit, which was not required before.  So 

there's been some addition of exterior stairs that you can see in the upper right side elevation and 

it's some areas there that we have made for trash storage on these multiple units.  Ms. Snare stated 

that it also gives those upstairs units a little outside space - a table and chair.  So that covers the 

four in the front. 

They are architecturally a little bit different from the rest.  The oval is surrounded by two, 2-family 

units that are side-by-side and they resemble the one of the photographs that we showed you that 

if you've been to Sally's way, it's a model that we have done before.  Mr. Malone stated that one 

includes a visitable bathroom on the first floor and a little bump out for the dining area, a little bay 

which is a nice improvement.  Ms. Snare stated that over time, we developed a slightly better 
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second floor; that deck, fence in between with plants on it.  You can see the bump out in the floor 

plan with the furniture in it; that little bay allowed for just a nicer dining area. 

The next, Building 21, has gone through probably the most changes since we first met reacting to 

comments about its height.  The approach to this building, going up from the oval, has been 

reduced by a whole story and it's now a true two-story building.  The roof seems large when you 

look at it straight on in drawing form, but that roof slopes back at a fairly low pitch and will have 

far less impact.  The grade drops off quite a bit as it circles around this building, which allows us 

to have a full walkout basement which houses the necessary laundry and storage, but we also got 

two garden units, very visitable.  Can't remember if they're full ADA, but they might be, and it 

allowed us to keep our count by not going up the third story and there is still a group meeting room 

in the middle. 

We have reviewed these buildings with a fire protection and code consultant, no written report yet, 

but we've been tapping into their expertise to make sure that our corridors are the right widths, our 

egress doors are in the right locations and the right widths and actually opening in the right 

direction.  That's true for the front entry, which also serves as egress from the upper units because 

the egress stairs flow into it on the first-floor plan.  Same thing for the width of egress stairs and 

the number of egress stairs, etcetera, and clearances around the fireplace.  This affects the elevator 

and the size of the elevator.  Those items have been incorporated.  We have a change of materials 

– I can't promise that materials won't be evolving over time – but there's a combination of shingles 

and vertical siding to help diminish the scale of this building, it is a large building.  We have 

compared it to a building in Provincetown [Mr. Malone replied Grace Gouveia]. 

Mr. Malone stated that there are also setback alterations as well.  The two vertical siding stair 

columns/towers that have vertical siding are projected out from the other planes of the building 

and then there's some other parts that are recessed.  So, using the materials as Jessica was saying, 

as well as the varied projections, all contribute to a kind of softening and bringing down the scale 

of the building, but it is only a 30-foot tall building from this perspective.  Just like any two-story 

building from the street that has a walkout basement that's a single family.  It works the same way. 

Town Planner Ribeiro stated that there was one thing from the public wanting some details about 

the number of visitable units and the steps into each.  Mr. Malone replied that 35 of 39 are visitable, 

and they were designed to be one step with and then also able to be a removable ramp if it needed 

to be.  Ms. Snare replied that they don't actually mention the ramp; if I recall, one step falls within 

visitable.  I guess you could have a plywood ramp if somebody was coming by regularly, but one 

step is considered visitable, and of course, door widths were enlarged to 2 foot 8 or 3; almost all 

of the units in Building 21 have three-foot doors.  There never has to be a change of doors if 

somebody requires it.  The other units have a half bath on the first floor to comply with visitability. 

This building has complete visitability.  It has an elevator; it has ground floor units.  It has an 

ADA-compliant front door access.  All the units could handle varying degrees of inability to get 

around.  The requirement that we have for ADA units, I believe, is two for the site but we have 

created units that are 90% there and could probably be adapted with modified modular kitchens 

for access underneath, for a wheelchair to access underneath the counter, and ovens that have the 

right height.  But the bathrooms, as you can see, even if you don't see a five-foot circle in them, 

have plenty of room for either assisted use or somewhere between a walker or wheelchair.  There 

are 7 units here; Town Planner Ribeiro is pointing to another unit section of the drawing and stating 

that it looks like the bathroom isn't quite sized.  Mr. Malone interjected stating in construction 

drawings we intend to make them all compatible for wheelchair access; we're talking about a few 
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inches that we have to squeeze out of somewhere else.  Ms. Snare stated the ADA has different 

levels of bathroom design and there are ADA bathrooms that don't have the 5-foot circle, but they 

have clearances that meet certain minimums in front of a vanity, in front of a tub shower.  So, 

there's a Level 1 and Level 2, Type and Type B.  There's room within these units for some tweaking 

- they're open, they're flexible. 

Chair Hultin asked if Ms. Snare could review what the research or the decision-making processes 

is for the type of unit:  one bedroom, two bedroom, three bedroom, four bedroom – and rentability, 

if they will be fully occupied?  Is it by research or experience and how exactly do you come to that 

blend?  Mr. Malone replied that we did a market study that confirmed the Town’s interest in more 

one bedrooms than are typically included in family housing developments that the State funds, but 

the market's demand is clearly weighted towards single bedroom smaller households.  Much of it 

was driven by the request for proposals that the Town produced seeking out the unit mix from a 

bedroom-size standpoint, as well as the affordability mix.  They were pretty well thought through 

by the Town and the Housing Authority when the request for proposals was put out. 

Chair Hultin asked if any Board members had comments or questions at this point.  Member 

Dundas asked Mr. Malone what year the market study was done?  Mr. Malone replied last year 

and refinements on it may have been done December 2019. 

Member Todd stated that in the packet there was one letter suggesting that because of Coronavirus 

this kind of building should be rethought.  Chair Hultin stated that this could be discussed during 

the public comment section. 

Ms. Snare stated that there are two more buildings on the site.  They also are a model from 

previous, also side-by-side townhouses, and those are three-bedroom units.  There are only a 

couple of buildings that have three-bedroom units, and they are placed in the back end, partly due 

to the probability of a larger size family occupying it, behind Building 21.  That covers the site in 

buildings. 

Town Planner Ribeiro noted that these funding models from the Department of Housing and 

Community Development and Federal HUD also do generally require 2 and 3-bedroom units.  Part 

of that is a lot of towns will sometimes seek to have only one bedroom to prevent additional 

families from moving into the town, which then, therefore, means more schoolchildren that they 

have to pay for.  So there are also requirements for a lot of these things that some of those be 

provided.  Ted's done this a long time out here, and he knows there are arguments that can be made 

to lessen those requirements based on community need.  So, I think we probably do see more ones 

and twos here than you would see necessarily in other projects because of our local demographics.  

Mr. Malone responded by stating yes, certainly on the units that meet the funding requirements for 

the state and federal funds.  We also have the other income tiers that are above the traditional state 

funded levels serving up to market rate, and we do have some larger units available in those income 

categories as well. 

Town Planner Ribeiro stated we haven't met substantively since March.  There are a few areas that 

we just want to discuss today.  There have been questions about things like community need, the 

Turtle Protection Plan, limited natural resources concerns, limited transportation concerns, and 

community character and design – the biggest discussion point being Building 21.  Future 

discussion will be our Emergency Vehicle analysis – the applicant did provide the turning radius 

plan, the SWPPP analysis, for the revised site drive, which is with the Fire Chief who has been 

working with State fire engineers.  Wastewater, Stormwater and Erosion Control is currently with 
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Horsley Witten, the consultants that the Board retained to do their peer review, and we will have 

that report back in advance of our next hearing.  Ted, Town Counsel Attorney Carboni, and I will 

be reviewing the detailed list of waivers that will be required.  Those are some things that we will 

be coming back to at the next hearing. 

To review, back on November 21st we had the initial presentation of the project, throughout 

December we delved deep and that's when we acquired the peer review.  On March 12th we 

reviewed the peer review and that is when we determined that the changes needed to be made that 

John Riley presented today.  For our future hearings, proposed dates for the next two hearings are 

July 9 and July 16, and there may be more after.  At the July 16th meeting, hopefully we will be 

looking at the response from the Horsley Witten Group and also some board reports, the 

commenting boards, the Planning Board, etc.  Hopefully we will have their comment letters to us 

prior to that.  We're also working on the Board of Health meeting so that'll be a continuing thing. 

One point of discussion that's come up at past hearings is the idea of community need and who 

this project serves.  I think 40B is frequently understood to be an affordable housing law.  It's 

actually a civil rights law, in addition.  The Federal Civil Rights Act of 1968, part of that is the 

Federal Fair Housing Act, that recognized that one big way that kind of socioeconomic and racial 

segregation was perpetuated, particularly in northern states, was through land use regulation and 

things like prohibitions on multi-family housing.  The 40B law was originally called the “Anti-

Snob Zoning Act”, so it is also a response to these things.  We always talk about inclusionary 

zoning.  There is also something called exclusionary zoning, and that's the idea of zoning being 

used as a tool to keep certain people out of a community.  So that's kind of what 40B responds to, 

this idea that these units potentially can allow people to live in Truro who otherwise have been 

prevented from doing so.  The other thing is that when we look at our employment in town, we 

know that we have a seasonal economy.  We know that we rely a lot on tourism, restaurants, 

accommodations, etc., for our local jobs.  So when you think about that, if you look at the jobs that 

actually exist in Truro, many of these businesses end up being kind of sole proprietorships, etc., 

but the State actually has data available.  The most recent data is the second quarter of 2019, and 

there's 687 people who have jobs in the Town of Truro, and their average weekly wages over that 

period were $822.  When we looked at the income limits for these units, people who qualify for 

affordable, and you look at a one-person household at 80% of area median income, someone 

making $822 a week qualifies for that unit.  Another example:  if you were working in 

Administrative and Waste Services, e.g. admin assistant at an office or a janitor/building services 

professional, who has a second job as a health care assistant and is a single parent with a child - 

they actually qualify for a 60% AMI two-person household.  So, we know that those people are 

working here, and a lot of our housing market is not structured to allow those people to also live 

here.  So, one big part of 40B is to ensure that equity - people who are working in a community 

can live in that community, and also people who historically have been prevented from living in 

that community do have opportunities to do so. 

As far as natural resources, we briefly touched on the Turtle Protection Plan. There's no Mass 

Natural Resource Areas aside from this priority habitat for the Eastern Box Turtle.  A lot of Cape 

Cod is priority habitat for the Eastern Box Turtle, and I think that we all probably see them around. 

They do need to be protected.  The Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program issues what's 

called a No Take Letter, which basically means, usually with conditions like this, that they'll have 

to institute this Turtle Protection Plan because the Town is doing the waterline installation.  This 
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has been coordinated as well, so the Town is very involved in that and they have had their draft 

plan approved by Natural Heritage. 

For transportation issues, we have the SWPPP analysis which is going to the State and they will 

look at it to make sure that fire trucks can get in.  The concern here is that when a fire truck is 

turning into the site and someone is exiting the site during that emergency, the truck doesn't have 

to cross over into the oncoming lane.  One other thing discussed was a kind of internal pedestrian 

circulation.  The sidewalk coming into the site has been more detailed now to have additional 

pedestrian connections and crosswalks, and there is also now a full sidewalk going around the side 

of the building.  As far as connections to the bus stop that exists on the other side of Route 6, when 

we looked at where this comes out, we're basically at the property line.  That portion of Route 6 is 

possibly state owned, or the county might own some portion of Highland Road, so the Town is 

going to have to work and coordinate to potentially have that sidewalk installed, but it is off the 

property where this is proposed. 

As far as landscaping, I think that Ted covered a lot of this.  One of the biggest things that we 

discussed was buffering - impacts to abutters.  That's obviously an important thing.  I think beefing 

up the evergreens in the back will do a lot.  I had a conversation with the abutter to the north and 

they did request a privacy fence which I think that a privacy fence, in addition to those evergreens, 

would be a very reasonable requirement should the Board want to require that as well.  There is 

limited, additional buffering added to Route 6 as the layout is huge.  There is a pretty significant 

portion that's treed, and those trees will remain.  In theory, the state could always come through 

and clear cut the whole thing, but I think the likelihood of that happening is slim to none.  I just 

want to make sure that it's out there – it is a theory, a possibility. 

The other thing we have discussed is Building 21, which Jessica spoke about, and I think has been 

the biggest point of discussion.  As far as multi-family housing goes, this is still a pretty small 

building, but it obviously is not the smallest building in Truro, but I think it does incorporate a lot 

of those best practices.  We're mentioning things like changes in materials where the use of natural 

materials can also help break down buildings as it helps them blend into their surroundings, and 

also changes to the roofline.  One of the big things is to have these projections.  At the front of the 

building there are areas coming out which breaks it down so that it more or less will resemble one 

central building with two appendages on either side.  The front of that building from finished grade, 

isn't the exact grade when we look at our waivers and things as that's going to be based on the 

average of the four corners as it exists today - some leveling and filling is going to happen there; 

but when the building is done, it's going to be from the front roughly as tall.  On the screen is the 

backside of the winery.  If you want to get an idea of the height, that's about how tall that will be.  

Also, that building is just about 97 feet end to end.  The proposed Building 21 is 118 feet.  So, if 

you can imagine another 10 feet on either side of this, that will give you an idea of the width of 

the proposed building.  Also, this building has the changes in the roof height, but it doesn't have 

kind of the projections and the articulation of the facade.  As another example, this is something 

we discussed earlier, is the Grace Gouveia building in Provincetown (faces Cemetery Road).  It 

was a municipal building that was converted to housing a few years back.  This is 101 feet wide, 

a similar width, and it's actually 39 feet, so when you look at the back of the building this will be 

the finished grade, not over the present height.  It'll appear to be roughly as tall as this building.  

Obviously, there's differences in the roof and things.  This has two stories, but if people want to 

get an idea of what size building we're looking at, this might be a good opportunity to see 

something in the flesh.  Again, this is one flat facade, and the proposed building has significant 
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changes in its footprint, so in a lot of ways, it might actually appear smaller than this.  On screen 

and previously discussed, briefly, are Buildings 2, 4, 6 located at the southwest corner of the site 

where there were going to be these three connected townhouses.  Changes to the site drive, to get 

the emergency vehicles in there required changes to that area, which resulted in, as was discussed, 

the replacement of those with four small buildings.  This is more or less the building.  It's pretty 

similar to one of those modules.  There will be two on that west side of the site drive and two more 

on the east side.  I think that overall that's probably a lessened visual impact. 

We did a balloon test a while back.  On screen shows a balloon at the roof ridge of Building 21, 

and we also did that front building.  While we were doing that, we took photos from various 

vantage points to give us an idea of where, in relation to the tree line, we could expect these 

buildings to be.  We took photos from four spots:  (1) right in front of the site; (2) from Route 6 

just across from the off and on ramp there; (3) from the post office; and (4) by Head of the Meadow 

Road leading south towards the site.  On screen (1), this is from directly across the site.  You can 

just barely see the roofs of Buildings 6, 8 (incorrectly labeled Buildings 4, 6).  There will be 

clearing, so the buildings will be more visible than the balloons, but just so we get an idea of 

relative height, we're still talking about, kind of within the tree line.  So even if the tree line is thin 

and you see more of the buildings, it's not going to be sticking out like a skyscraper up over the 

horizon.  On screen (2), this is probably the most interesting.  This is looking northeast, and we 

can see Buildings 6, 8.  I think that building will definitely be visible.  It's going to be a small 

massing.  The balloon on the right was actually at the end of Building 2, 4, 6 which is the building 

that's now been eliminated.  The Building 21 balloon, you can just barely see on the left-hand side 

poking up.  A lot of clearing is going to happen on the site, so a lot of this tree cover is going to 

go.  I think that what this does show is that we're not going to have a building that's sitting up way 

above the tree line.  I think that's one of the points at which you get a very significant visual impact 

is when you see the trees, and then it's going up, and then coming back down.  So, this will sit 

within that tree line, but, you know, once clearing occurs, there will probably be some portions of 

the buildings visible maybe at the top.  Site (3) is the post office where you can see that Buildings 

4, 6, 8 are visible, and we couldn't see Building 21 from this angle.  Site (4) is looking south by 

Head of the Meadow Road.  We couldn't see any of the balloons, and the dense trees are going to 

remain.  Potential impacts from Building 21 have been a concern of the community, so I wanted 

to make sure that the Board and the public have an idea of putting it in some context. 

I think that what we need to do today, in addition to taking public comment, is just discuss what 

remaining concerns you have related to these issue areas, which I think are the ones we're touching 

on today - natural resources; transportation; and building site design; we will come back to deal 

with wastewater and stormwater issues, vehicle access, and the waivers.  Also, are there any other 

questions that you still have, what materials you think you'd like to see, and then we can discuss 

the subsequent public hearings. 

Chair Hultin stated he would like to start with planning the next meeting and the one subsequent 

to that.  Town Planner Ribeiro stated that the next meeting is Thursday the 9th, which is two weeks 

from today, and then Thursday the 16th, one week after that.  More hearings may be required. 

Chair Hultin asked the Board members if they would be available on the 9th and also the following 

week; I will be available for both.  Anybody who can't be available, please say so.  Clerk Lucy 

stated he won't be available on the 9th but would be available the following week and to keep in 

mind that he has already missed one meeting.  Discussion ensued to possibly hold the meeting on 

the 8th.  Attorney Barbara Huggins Carboni, KP Law, introduced herself and stated that she could 
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speak to Mark Nelson for his availability, but she would not be available.  Chair Hultin asked 

Attorney Carboni what is the ruling because these are recorded and reviewable, what is the limit 

on missing meetings for voting to which she replied that a Board member is not disqualified from 

voting if he or she has missed one meeting, but no more, and has reviewed the video or the audio 

of the hearing prior to the vote.  Mr. Malone wanted to point out that there is urgency to moving 

this process to completion.  We got into the funding round, but we were not awarded resources in 

the initial round because we didn't have our comprehensive permit in place.  In the next round 

everything needs to be in place by August, including the appeal periods.  If we don't have a final 

decision by the 17th of July, we will not make the next round, and then we're pushed off until the 

next year.  Just want you to be aware of that real timeframe.  Attorney Carboni stated that Mark 

Nelson said he would have the report, his comments, by the end of next week; it's cutting it close.  

Town Planner Ribeiro stated that we do have Barbara here, and with the special legislation, we 

don't necessarily have to continue, to a date, certain, we do have the ability to just schedule a 

hearing.  It was determined that, at this time, they would come back to this discussion and take 

public comment as there are some callers on the line. 

Town Planner Ribeiro stated that, in the order in which they were received, he was going to unmute 

the first person who called in and asked them to announce themselves.  There was no response 

from Caller #6; the next caller introduced himself as James Nash, a Truro year-round resident at 

One Captain Williams Way, and have a comment which is related to a question that I wanted to 

ask.  It was brought up in the meeting - the desire to use some previous designs for some of the 

structures that are being planned for the unit.  He wondered if that raises the issue that if the design 

utilizes prior construction techniques, that it may not result in the most energy efficient structures, 

and perhaps miss an opportunity to reduce carbon footprint.  I have a question, and perhaps it is 

something that could be followed up in a subsequent meeting, if it's possible for the developer to 

please describe the timeline and their anticipated process to engage with qualified professionals 

and Town committees to ensure that the optimal design characteristics and compliances for the 

Cloverleaf project meet or exceed jurisdictional energy.  Mr. Malone responded that we are 

building these structures that we have built in the past, but they are certainly upgraded to the current 

stretch code, and beyond.  We are meeting energy efficiency standards that are required by the 

State Department of Housing and Community Development with an emphasis on sustainability.  

So, these are just building design forms that we use to start with and then refine. 

Ms. Snare also replied to this question by stating that she would like to reiterate that the drawings 

started from scratch.  It's really just pieces and parts and the general look that we used.  In the very 

short amount of time between now and the last project we did, even in that amount of time, the 

code requirements for energy use has increased considerably and our intent is to exceed where we 

know where it makes sense to exceed the minimal requirements for installation.  We have probably 

improved on the mechanicals, the utilities, and in materials as far as maintenance, low maintenance 

materials have improved a lot since then.  So, you are correct in that it will not be the same 

mechanicals building materials necessarily, etc.  Chair Hultin asked Mr. Nash if he had any follow 

up question or comment?  Mr. Nash replied that he was just curious and recognized that there are 

many details yet to come on this, and he would be curious to know the timeline anticipated and 

who they will be working with.  The right professionals and any effected associated town 

committees to have an opportunity to review that, those energy efficient techniques, and provide 

any comments, and if that's something that could be forthcoming.  Town Planner Ribeiro answered 

that the point of 40B is this idea of waivers from local requirements.  Here, the stretch code is a 

local requirement, and they are not requesting a waiver from it.  So just like anyone building a 
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house, they have to meet the stretch code.  We also do encourage all of our Town committees to 

meet and submit comment letters to the ZBA for their consideration.  There's only so much the 

Board could require to be on the stretch code, but it certainly is encouraged that all of those boards 

and committees do meet and provide public comment.  If there is anything in particular, we can 

either relay that to Ted or you can reach out directly to Ted to get that information if it would be 

useful in formulating your comments. 

Chair Hultin asked if they would be engineered in such a way that solar panels are possible?  The 

roofline looks like they're short span.  Mr. Malone replied that on the landscape plan, we have 

identified the south and southwest exposure and those areas on the landscape plan are shown as 

the white side of those roofs.  Those are all potentially outfitted with solar panels.  The economic 

setup is up in the air depending on what the rebate situation and the cost of materials is, but we 

have contemplated it.  We would very much like to see solar on these but it's far off.  Rebates for 

solar installations is declining each year but we are mindful of it and have talked with the energy 

committee about the potential. 

Clerk Lucy asked so they won't be installed initially, but you're telling us that the buildings are 

solar capable in terms of structure and holding up the weight of the solar panels.  Ms. Snare replied 

yes.  Mr. Malone stated that it's possible that we might be able to do solar installation right from 

the start, but it's just not something that can be factored into the cost at this time because we don't 

know what is possible in construction period a year and a half or more. 

The next caller introduced herself as Andrea Aldana of the Community Development Partnership.  

She stated that she was reading through the meeting packet yesterday and noticed a letter, an e-

mail, from a Chuck Steinman and so I put some notes together and send that off to the Town 

Planner earlier today and I'm curious if you all are able to receive it.  Town Planner Ribeiro 

responded that they did receive them via e-mail, but just before the meeting, so any letters that 

have come in throughout the day to day will be provided in packet form to the members in addition 

to digital.  So, if you do want to summarize and make any of those comments, you're welcome to. 

Ms. Aldana stated that she was not going to read the whole thing, as it was quite long with a bit of 

evidence there.  What I'm responding to is in this individual’s e-mail, there was a concern about 

Building 21 in regards to safety issues around Coronavirus and the impact of the pandemic, and I 

just had to respond because this is actually a concern that's been popping up around the state and 

frankly around the country since early on in the pandemic, and it's just not founded in fact.  So, 

I've put together a 2-page document which explains why this is not a concern.  Basically, the 

argument comes from a compilation of crowding, overcrowding and density which are completely 

different things.  Having solid affordable housing stock reduces crowding and actually makes it so 

that public safety is less of an issue so I'm not going to get into all the details, but I have offered 

some studies that say density is not linked to rates of COVID-19 infections after controlling for a 

lot of other factors.  Without getting into too much detail, I would just like the ZBA to be informed.  

Town Planner Ribeiro told the Board they have her email in their e-mail and will also be getting it 

in another paper packet. 

The next caller, Caller #11, introduced himself as Eric Parker and stated that when discussing the 

next meeting Mr. Malone expressed concerns about running out of time, on this process, and trying 

to get things done quicker.  My question was, due to COVID-19, public hearings have been delayed 

for the last three months, can you inform us of the effect on the original timeline on the 40B and 

where the hearing is currently in that timeline?  Has the Governor, since his declarations regarding 
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impacts and changes to governing, town government, etc., specified anything regarding 40B 

timelines.  Attorney Carboni replied that an Act of the Legislature, Chapter 53 of the Acts of 2020, 

effected permits that were in progress or the hearing was in progress or permits for which hearings 

had yet to open, and what it says is, basically, the clock stopped wherever you were on March 10th, 

and that clock will not start ticking again until 45 days after the State of Emergency.  So, in this 

case, I'm not sure exactly where we were in terms of the 180 days or any extensions, granted by 

Mr. Malone, but we will not run out of time because of this kind of automatic extension granted 

by Chapter 53. 

Mr. Parker asked if that means, going back to what Mr. Malone was stating, that there's really not 

that much of a rush to meet and rush through decisions and hearings?  Attorney Carboni replied 

that she was speaking just to the effect of this statute on the timeline.  I'm not expressing, not 

commenting, on Mr. Malone's request itself.  Town Planner Ribeiro stated that the 180-day 

timeline was set to expire in May, and, in advance of that special legislation, we did secure a time 

extension to July 8th, I believe.  We don't have a deadline coming up as far as the Zoning Board 

acting.  I think that the concern voiced by Ted is as to whether or not the project will be approved 

in this funding round.  The way the Department of Housing and Community Development awards 

these projects is February applications come in and they award them for the year.  They've started 

doing these mini rounds in August.  So, if the approval isn't in hand by August, then we'd be 

waiting until February.  So I think we wouldn't want to unreasonably hold up the project, but, if 

we're not able to get it approved in that timeline, I don't think that we have any intention of rushing 

the project or approving anything before the public has been heard and the Board has had their 

questions answered.  Mr. Parker stated that you were talking about July 7th as the next meeting, 

and might not have the peer review by then, and he just doesn’t want to jump ahead before you 

have all the information you need to make a great decision. 

Chair Hultin stated that he would like to just say that it’s a fair comment that has been made, but 

myself and the Board have heard a lot of testimony and it's pretty clear what our charge is.  The 

better we can review this in a succinct and timely way, the better it will be for everybody involved.  

I don't see unnecessarily delaying anything.  So, having said that, I am just expressing my opinion 

that I think we should go ahead with things as thoughtfully as we can, without delay. 

The next caller, Caller #12, introduced himself as Brian Boyle and stated that he has a quick 

question relating to the environmental sustainability of the project.  How does a large project like 

this have an energy efficiency plan that will meet the State and Truro’s goals and mandates for net 

zero emissions?  A lot has changed in the past couple of years in those areas and, bottom line, I 

guess, is will it help or hurt the Town in achieving those goals?  Town Planner Ribeiro replied that 

the applicant is not seeking any waivers of any energy efficiency requirements.  So, the building 

will have to meet all the applicable codes, but as far as any kind of net zero requirement, that is 

not a requirement that exists for any project and it doesn't exist for this one.  The building, 

whenever it's built, will have to meet the relevant codes at that time.  So, whatever the stretch code 

is at that time, the applicant will have to meet.  Mr. Boyle reiterated that his question was really 

that the State has mandated goals and the Governor as mandated goals for net zero emissions and 

Truro has its own goals, and if a project doesn't meet those goals, then some other people in Truro 

are going to have to make it up.  I'm not saying anybody doesn't meet permanent requirements.  

I'm really talking about a different set of goals, and I don't expect an answer right now just saying 

it would be great to have what the project's plans are to participate in Truro’s meeting those goals. 
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The next caller introduced himself as Christopher [unknown] and stated that he and his wife abut 

on the north side, and we share that 227 feet of property line to the north of the Cloverleaf.  I'm on 

page 24 of the PDF.  I have a question about the reserve area; it shows the number 4,200 gallons 

per day.  I was wondering if the engineer can explain what would be discharged?  Mr. Malone, 

answering the question because Mr. O’Reilly had no audio, stated the reserve area does not get 

constructed unless the main leach field is unusable and not repairable in place.  So, as far as the 

future need to use that space for the technical system that John was referring to, we're going to 

need to wait for him, because I'm not at all versed in that.  As he had more questions, Christopher 

thanked Town Planner Ribeiro for mentioning the fence and stated that we, as abutters, would like 

to see a more adequate screening.  It's not just the product but safety concerns.  There’s no 

playground or anything for children to play in.  There are evergreens that are 5-6 feet, but that 

won't do much in the way of screening for many, many years.  A fence would be good, as well as 

a fence possibly along the Route 6 side as we still have some safety concerns there.  Another 

question is the limits of work line.  It touches our property line, and I'm not comfortable with what 

that represents.  As far as what would be done there, we would like to see that pushed back. 

Mr. O’Reilly was able to join the meeting with audio and addressed the first question from 

Christopher regarding reserve area.  Title 5 requires new construction to show a primary leaching 

facility and an equal area for a reserve area.  The theory would be as if the system were to fail, 

there is room on the site to put a reserve system or a secondary system.  That's the limit of what 

Title 5 requires us to do.  Horsley Witten have asked for some additional comments regarding how 

it would be constructed, how would it meet the coverage and the separation to groundwater, and I 

think we've addressed those, and we certainly will find out more once they complete their review.  

What generally happens in the real world is when the leaching facility is saturated and failed, 9 

times out of 10, the primary leaching facility that has failed is removed and then replaced.  

Contaminated soil would be removed, replaced with a clean Title 5 sand, and you would then 

reconstruct the field.  Nothing in Title 5 prevents you from doing that and quite frankly, once a 

system does fail, the owners typically find it is cheaper to remove the existing system, remove the 

contaminated soil, and then reconstruct a new facility rather than disturbing another area of the lot.  

So, my thought process here is that when this system fails or if it fails, it would be replaced in the 

location where the current primary field list is located. 

Christopher commented that in a catastrophic failure that would use a large system, that would 

require a lot of time.  I'm assuming you would utilize that other area.  Mr. O’Reilly replied yes, if 

the reserve area were chosen to be utilized, as I said in my narrative a Perc-Rite System, something 

that would work with the contours of the grade as well as the mature vegetation that's out there 

and it can be placed on a hillside, on a slope, around trees.  If there were a need to utilize the 

reserve area, you're not going to see the large clearing that you will see for the project in general.  

Christopher stated yes, but would that discharge be above ground or below ground?  Mr. O’Reilly 

replied that it would be below ground.  In fact, the grading and the contours that you see out on 

that end of the property would remain basically the same, that was the intent, that would be the 

intent of the Perc-Rite. 

Christopher then asked what would be discharged there would be whatever goes into the leach 

pits?  Mr. O’Reilly replied that it would be the leachate effluent and acknowledged that it went 

from the septic itself to that reserve area.  Instead of pumping to the central area of the site, it 

would be pumped to the north, as well as to the southeast.  Christopher asked if that effluent would 

be treated.  Mr. O’Reilly replied that yes it would be treated and the system that's currently 
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proposed is designed to meet 10 parts per million, and then that would discharge to the primary 

leaching facilities in the central area.  If the primary leaching facilities fail, the effluent would just 

still be treated to 10 parts per million or better, but just distributed to the back and front portions 

of the site at the reserve area locations.  Christopher commented that's assuming that part of the 

system doesn't fail as well.  Mr. O’Reilly replied that's why you have a maintenance and operation 

contract that is reviewed by the Board of Health as well as the County. 

Christopher stated that he did notice the limit of work line and asked why is there a corridor that 

runs towards the northern property line?  There's a corridor that attaches to the property line.  Is 

there a reason for that?  Mr. O’Reilly replied that portion of the limit of work line was generated 

on an earlier version because of the water main coming in off the highway layout.  Christopher 

asked if that water main line would be running from a site further north where that water main 

comes in?  The line runs past on Route 6.  Mr. O’Reilly stated he believes they are. 

Mr. Malone interjected that there's really no reason that we cannot, we can pull back that limit of 

work from the property line, but it would be to dots to the south of that property line.  That would 

not be an issue.  Christopher stated that three dots would be better, but he would prefer no work 

be done on the property line if possible.  There's no reason to be there, and as far as storing soil, 

you know, worksite materials, I’d prefer it to be further than closer.  Mr. O’Reilly stated that we 

can certainly tie back into the DPW and see if we can certainly tighten up that line.  I think Ted is 

right?  I think we can certainly bring that line well away from your common property line and 

further south, through discussions with the Town and just verification of where the main is coming 

in, we can tighten that line up as best we can. 

Christopher stated I don't know if he got my comment thanking Jeffrey for mentioning the fence.  

We would like to see some fencing put in and some more adequate screening.  Mr. Malone stated 

he would not have a problem with screening sections of fence to screen along a property line while 

we wait for newly planted trees to mature.  We have intended to delineate the National Seashore 

Boundary and the Route 6 boundary with simple, not screening fences, but fences that will just 

delineate the end to the property such as a split rail and on the real property line doing something 

that would provide you with interim degree of protection.  Christopher stated we were interested 

in something that would be permanent, put up before construction, not something temporary.  As 

I said earlier, you have not provided your children with the playground, so we just don't want to 

find ourselves in in a state where we find ourselves being a nuisance.  Town Planner Ribeiro asked 

something like a stockade fence – 6 feet?  Christopher replied yes, maybe even a chain link or 

something with a decent height, and asked if people are allowed to have pets in these 

developments, dogs?  Mr. Malone replied yes but leashed.  Christopher went on to state that you 

also have a four-lane highway, so I would also like you to think of a fencing for your own tenants, 

too.  Attorney Carboni commented that the concerns expressed are the sort of thing that can be 

addressed in conditions in a permit, and I might suggest that if there are particular conditions the 

homeowner would like to see, suggested conditions, that he can put those in writing and submit 

that to the Board and the Board could take those into consideration when crafting the permit - not 

necessarily agreeing to everything exactly what's proposed, but if abutters to the project have 

reasonable concerns that would be a way to address it.  Chair Hultin stated it sounds like a great 

idea and asked the caller if he would submit something in writing to the Board for their review. 

The last caller did not respond to Town Planner Ribeiro when asked to respond. 
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Town Planner Ribeiro stated that they could discuss if there were any outstanding concerns over 

those areas that are not wastewater, and that he did pull up the Town’s calendar.  He stated that we 

can't have more than one Regulatory Board meeting at a time, because they have to be live 

broadcast:  the Conservation Commission meets on Monday the 6th, the Board of Health meets on 

Tuesday the 7th, the Planning Board meets on Wednesday the 8th, and the Select Board meets on 

Tuesday the 14th.  Options would be the 9th, the 13th, or the 15th and 16th.  As Clerk Lucy cannot 

attend on the 9th, if we were to try and meet that funding deadline, it would definitely be tight. 

Town Planner Ribeiro stated that there is one more caller.  The Caller #21 introduced herself as 

Joanne Hollander, a Truro resident living at 13 Tom’s Hill Path, and stated that she has been a 

food product developer for several decades.  Her concern for water safety in Truro is paramount.  

She went on to state that we all share the Pamet aquifer as a source of our sole source of drinking 

water, which is already stressed from crumbling septic systems and the threat of salinity, 

contamination from climate change, rising tide.  My question is, what assurance do we have for 

the safety of our water with the proposed septic system for the Cloverleaf project?  With so many 

people due to reside on four acres of land, how can we be assured that our water will not be 

contaminated further than it already is with carcinogenic chemicals such as PFOS, PFOA, and 

MTBE, as well as glyphosate, not to mention nitrogen contamination, which will likely occur with 

so many people depositing waste in a septic system on such a small piece of land.  So, my question 

is, who has studied this on behalf of Truro?  Town Planner Ribeiro responded by stating that the 

Town has hired the Horsley Witten Group, and the Board has retained them, and they are revealing 

the proposed plans.  They will be discussing that at the next hearing and that report should also be 

out in advance of that hearing. 

Chair Hultin asked, going back to the meeting dates, what about Monday the 13th?  Attorney 

Carboni stated that she had emailed Mark Nelson to see if he could make the dates proposed 

because the Board would need to hear from him at the earliest date possible.  Chair Hultin stated 

that at this point, we should at least propose the 13th as the first possible date that works for the 

Board members and myself, and we should have the peer review report back, and give us time to 

read it and process it, and we can also give the public time to research it and read it.  Clerk Lucy 

stated that in checking his schedule once again, he could make arrangements for availability the 

night of July 9th as this date seems the most agreeable to everyone.  Chair Hultin stated that the 

next meeting will be the 9th. 

Town Planner Ribeiro asked if there was anything else on those issues, materials that we need, any 

significant outstanding questions aside from the septic, stormwater concerns?  Attorney Carboni 

asked if she could offer one possible topic for the applicant to provide?  She stated I don't know if 

this has been addressed by the applicant yet, but some information on management of the 

development, post construction because that would also, if a permit’s granted, there would be 

conditions there in the decision about that and the more information the Board has about the 

intended management of the project, the better.  Mr. Malone responded saying they could do that.  

Chair Hultin asked what do you think are the limits of our input to questions like fencing?  I think 

you can view fencing from two directions, and I'm not sure that one person's opinion about whether 

a fence is a good or a bad idea should necessarily drive the issue.  I'm curious what the other Board 

members think about that and if anybody has any comment.  There might be other things from 

other abutters that might want this or that, or other citizens around town, to what extent are those 

helpful considerations?  Member Shedd stated as to that particular request about fencing, I do not 

believe it would be the ZBA's position to make that a requirement as part of the permit grant, but 
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I would request maybe, or I think that Ted, the applicant, might discuss these issues with the 

abutters and come up with agreements on his own without the ZBA requiring such things that I 

don't think are really in our purview; Chair Hultin agreed.  Attorney Carboni responded stating the 

Board would legally have the right to do it; the wisdom of it is a separate question and if the Board 

thinks it is better addressed sort of privately between the applicant and the abutters, of course, 

that's the board's choice.  Town Planner Ribeiro stated that possibly we could coordinate with Mr. 

Malone and he could speak to the abutter to determine what could be incorporated.  Member Shedd 

asked if they would be addressing waivers on the 9th?  Town Planner Ribeiro stated that is the hope 

that we will start working our way through that list.  I know that Ted is working on it, so hopefully 

he'll have it to myself and Barbara soon.  I think that's going to be an important project for you to 

see:  e.g., we're granting this exception; the setback would be 25 and we’re granting 17; the 

requirement is X, but we're allowing Y; making sure from Board of Health regulations to Zoning 

Bylaws to General Bylaws, etc., that we're covering all those bases. 

Mr. O’Reilly asked the question when Horsley Witten’s report is delivered to the Town, will the 

applicant have a chance to review it?  Hearing Ted's funding deadline, I was just wondering if 

there would be an opportunity for us to review it so at least we could have, when the Board hears 

from Mark on the 9th, we hope that we would be prepared to at least discuss or propose any 

modifications to the plan.  Town Planner Ribeiro stated that this report would be forwarded to him 

immediately and we'll make sure it gets up on the website, and then gets to the other boards that 

have an interest – the Board of Health, the Planning Board, etc. 

Chair Hultin asked if the Board members had any specific concerns that are in the back of 

everybody's mind so that they can be addressed by the 9th?  Member Dundas asked if we would be 

permitted to see the Sally Lane waivers as a side-by-side comparison with what the applicant is 

going to provide, since they did both?  Attorney Carboni asked if that project was a 40B.  Mr. 

Malone responded that no, it was done under the local bylaw.  Attorney Carboni stated so it 

wouldn't have waivers. 

Member Thornley just wanted to say that he is still concerned about the discharge of water into 

the neighbors' area.  In the past, we have always vowed in all the projects we worked on, that it 

would not be more detrimental to the neighborhood and I think this has potential for being quite 

detrimental to the neighborhood.  I am really worried that we're going to pass this on and then, 

later on, have a disaster.  I would like to have Ted Malone or John O’Reilly talk more about that 

later on.  One thing they did, the Cape Cod Commission suggested, is that if there was a problem, 

they call down gradient, that they would be able to get water from the Provincetown supply and 

that would be piped in.  Chair Hultin asked Member Thornley if it was to the houses down gradient 

and he replied yes.  Town Planner Ribeiro stated that we had a conversation a while back and there 

was a question particularly about the plume and movement.  That question was passed on to Mark 

Nelson, so he does have that question of yours.  And, again, we are going to have mark on the 9th, 

and he is as good as just about anybody you can find in Massachusetts, if not further, on these 

kinds of issues.  There'll be plenty of opportunity to discuss that; it is one of our big outstanding 

things to some degree – if areas down gradient are already impaired.  I think that probably a lot of 

North Truro should be on public drinking water supply, with or without the Cloverleaf, based on 

development patterns.  When you have lots as small as North Truro has, I don't think that septic 

plus well works.  Mark Nelson will be there to discuss that with you. 

Chair Hultin asked Attorney Carboni if there was an approval with conditions, is that part of the 

language of approval “is not more detrimental to the neighborhood”?  Attorney Carboni replied 
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that is part of the special permit language.  The way that 40B raises it is the Board is supposed to 

balance the need for affordable housing against local concerns, including health and safety.  So 

that's how it's presented to the Board.  The Board has to weigh the need for housing against things 

like public health and safety and that's how you reach your conclusion is if you find that, of course 

the project can't pose a threat to health and safety, but if you find that the need for affordable 

housing outweighs the local concerns or that the local concerns are adequately addressed then 

that's the basis on which the permit issues subject to conditions. 

Vice Chair Todd stated that he agrees with getting all the feedback on all the issues - the wastewater 

issue, feedback from local boards, any other outstanding things - but it's time to start getting our 

arms around what this whole package will read like.  I don't know whether who or whether 

somebody is starting to pull together the information and the waivers and the conditions and, 

essentially, beginning to draft a possible decision so that this does take shape when we get some 

answers.  Attorney Carboni stated that Town Planner Ribeiro and I have discussed getting a draft 

decision together to be ready by the 9th.  I don't know how far the Board would get because we're 

not sure exactly how much time the Board will want to spend with Mr. Nelson.  But, yes, indeed, 

the Board does need to get its arms around this, and Jeff and I will make sure that there is a draft 

for the Board to review then.  Member Dundas stated the framework would be good, at least, just 

what you're thinking.  Attorney Carboni stated she thinks more developed than a framework.  I 

think the Board is very educated about the project at this point and can really start thinking about 

details.  If it were just a framework then it would require a couple more meetings to go through 

the decision and the waivers.  Of course, I defer to the Chair on how this should unfold. 

Chair Hultin responded in the past, we have asked for, and received, motions that were pretty well 

drafted which resulted in a, basically, up or down vote with some discussion.  I think that we're at 

that point where we need to refine it to that point where people can decide whether this is a yes 

vote or no vote.  Attorney Carboni stated that the only thing she would add is that 40B permits are 

different than permits under conventional zoning because so much of the 40B permit is the waivers 

and the conditions that it's lengthier and more complex than an ordinary decision is.  That is why 

Jeff and I thought it would be best to have something more developed by then.  Usually you're 

operating under all of the applicable regulations, and under 40B you're thinking about waiving 

those regulations, but also in light of the fact that you're waving a lot of regulations and are there 

conditions you want to impose?  It just has additional layers beyond what a conventional permit 

does. 

Town Planner Ribeiro stated he thought a lot of what was left were technical things, and then once 

we have that package together, it's going to be for the Board to decide yes or no.  So many of those 

things, the operations and maintenance plan for the stormwater and wastewater systems, those are 

the kinds of conditions that are going to be in there, so all of these kind of technical things.  I'm 

not hearing they need to change all the buildings or whatever.  I think that a lot of this is going to 

hinge on those technical details and will, once we get those comments from Horsley Witten, etc., 

I think we will know how straightforward and linear this is going to be, and that's the hope, but 

you never know.  Chair Hultin asked if he feels he has the bandwidth to pull it together in short 

order?  That's a big assignment.  Town Planner Ribeiro responded the 16th is three weeks away, so 

there's some time in there, but it's certainly not a leisurely push.  But again, I don't know that we're 

going to be ready to vote on the project on the 16th.  I don't think that we can provide any guarantee 

of that now, but I think that if things do move smoothly, it's at least a possibility. 
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Chair Hultin stated we want to go at this at a proper and direct pace. We don't want to rush, 

although it's been nine months since we started.  I think that the sooner we can conclude this the 

better for everybody. 

Chair Hultin stated we need a motion to continue.  Town Planner Ribeiro stated it's Thursday, July 

9th, at 5 30 pm, and it will be a remote meeting.  Chair Hultin moved that we continue this meeting 

until Thursday, July 9th, at 5 30.  Member Thornley seconds the motion.  Chair Hultin asked the 

Board if there was any discussion of that continuation?  No further discussion.  Chair Hultin asked 

for a vote.  Voted all in favor.  So voted:  7-0-0.  Meeting adjourned. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

Elizabeth Sturdy 
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